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Welcome to the start of fall semester at SIUE... join us for these events when you are not attending classes!
··············································································································································································································· ············· ···· ·····

Thursday, August 16, 2012
Prairie & Woodland Halls
Check-ln
8:00 AM- 3:00 PM
Goshen Lounge,
Morris University Center

Bluff Hall Check-In
8:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Multi-function Room,
Evergreen Hall

Residence Hall
Community Meetings
4:30 PM
All residents should attend
their first community meeting
of the year regardinfliliving on
campus and meet ot er people
living in your community.
Prairie, Woodland, & Bluff Halls

Freshmen First Night
5:30 PM-12:00 AM
Step right ~ and join Morris.
Umversity enter for Freshman
First Night, a carnival themed
event packed with mindblowing excitement. For your
entertamment, we offer hve
music (DJ and band), food
stands ~meal card or cash),
inflatab e games, magic show,
and a caricaturist. Lions, tigers,
and ... Couiars, oh
Also
enjoy FRE Cosmic owlip.g
at Cougar Lanes. Enter pnze
drawings for your chance to
win marvelous prizes!

mt

Meridian Ballroom,
Morris University Center

The "Dome" at The Center
for Spirituality_ & Sustainability
( across from the
Engineering Building)
Catholic Newman Student
Union (CNSU)Catholics Alive!

Tour of Classrooms
3:00 PM
Bring kour class schedule
and ta e a tour to find
your classrooms before
classes begin.
Meet in the Goshen Lounge,
Morris University Center

Back-2-School BBQ
5:00 PM - 12:00 Midnight
Come join the distinimshed
fentlemen of AIEha hi Alpha
raternity, Inc., ota Pi Chapter
for their annual Back-2-School
Barbecue. Free food and lots
of fun. Come start the year
off right.
Stratton Quadran~le
Alpha Phi Alpha ratemity

Evergreen Hall and
Cougar Village
Community Meetings
5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Convocation
9:15 AM
Freshmen are invited to
attend the official welcome.
Check in begins at 8:40 AM.
Vada/abene Center

Class Photo
10:15 AM
Cougar Statue,
weather permitting

Cougar Kick Off
5:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Join us for Playfair, the
"ultimate icebreaker", a DJ,
food, and an SIUE Men's Soccer
game. Shuttles will be provided
to/from all residence halls and
Hairpin Drive.
Korte Stadium (inclement
weather Student Fitness Center)

Saturday, August 18, 2012
Regular dining hours are
in effect.

Cougar Village Check-In
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Commons Building,
Cougar Village

Evergreen Hall Check-In
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Multi-function Room,
Evergreen Hall

Christopher Carter, Hypnotist
7:30 PM-9:00 PM
Come see Christodiher Carter
hypnotize the au ience.
Free to everyone.
Meridian Ballroom,
Morris University Center
Campus Activities Board

Sunday, August 19, 2012
Catholic Mass
10:00 AM -11:00 AM
Catholic mass followed ~
refreshments and hospit ity!
Come on down and pr1J
with, and meet, a frien .Zand
welcoming community. I
faiths and denominations
are welcome!

Goshen Lounge,
Morris University Center

Evening Student Reception
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
St~ by to enjoy refreshments
be ore class, receive information
and ~iveaways, and experience
a we. comin atmosphere for
evenmfc stu ents.
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First F oar Lobby, Founders Hall
Registrar's Office

Wednesday, August 22, 2012
Merchants' Fair
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Fun, entertainment, ¥veaways,
and ~rize drawings! ake a
brea between classes and stop
by to see what area merchants
have to offer!
Goshen Lounge,
Morris University Center

See RA for Location

Evergreen Hall and
Cougar Village
Welcome Event
6:00 PM
See RA for Location

Monday, August 20, 2012

I

Friday, August 17, 2012

Group Fitness Demo
12:00 Noon - 2:00 PM
Put on your athletic ~ear and
come sample SIUE's all ~roup
fitness classes in the MU
Goshen Lounge! Demos will
include: Zurn a, Bootcamp,
BOSU, Abs, Turbo Kick,
SteIJ, Salsa, Pilates, and MORE!

Global Prints Poster Sale August 20th - August 24th
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Outside north entrance of
Morris Universi~ Center ·
(inclement weat er, inside
Morris University Center)
Campus Activities Board

Resource Fair/
Departmental Booths
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Check out what our University
Departments have to offer.
Goshen Lounge,
Morris University Center

Evening Student Reception
4:30 PM - 6:30 PM
Stfo by to enjoy refreshments
be ore class, receive information
and ~iveaways, and experience
a we_comina atmosphere for
evenm~ stu ents.

First F or Lobby, Peck Hall
Registrar's Office

Free Pasta Dinner!
5:30 - 6:30 PM
Catholics Alive, a Newman
organization (CNSU},
invites you to a FREE pasta
dinner-pasta, bread, salad,
soft drinks and dessert-while
supplies last! Come early
since this is usually a 'sell out'
crowd and only one 'sittinf
Meet student leaders who ave
planned many spiritual, social
Justice and social activities for
the year. Find out how to be
fiart of this energetic and
un-lovi~ Recognized
Student rganization.
At the "Dome" at The Center
for Spiritualicy & Sustainability
( across from the
Engineering Building)
Catholic Newman Student
Union (CNSU)--Catholics Alive!

Tuesday, August 21, 2012
Resource Fair/
Departmental Booths
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
(See Monday, August 20, 2012)
Goshen Lounge,
Morris University Center

Free Kettle Corn!
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Stop by to enjoy a
complimentary bag of freshly
popped Kettle Korn while
supplies last.
Outside ts-,nt entrance of
Lovejoy ib rary
Library and
Information Services

Ice Cream Social
12:00 Noon
Meet SIUE Chancellor
Julie Furst-Bowe and
Edwardsville Mayor Gary
Niebur while enjoying a
complimentary six-ounce
Dairy Queen® Blizzard®!
~hlle supplies last!)

shen Lounge,
Morris University Center

welcoming atmosphere for
evening students.

sharing, entertainment,
~iveaways, and activities.
heck out what student
organizations have to offer!

Atrium, Engineering Building
School of Engineering

Goshen Lounge,
Morris University Center

19th Annual Rocky Horror
Picture Show
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Dress in vintage clothing
and partictate in the fun featurin~ t e cult classic movie
and all t e props!

Tuesday, August 28, 2012
Activities Fair
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
(See Monday, August 27, 2012)
Goshen Lounge,
Morris University Center

Meridian Ballroom,
Morris University Center
Campus Activities Board

Voter Registration
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

Friday, August 24, 2012

Next to Information Desk,
Morris Universi~ Center
Kimmel Leaders ip Center

Edwardsville Block Party
6:00 PM - 12:00 Midnight
The Edwardsville Blocl< Party
features carnival ames,
activities, tons of ocal food
options, and live music by
Smash Band. All this and more
for FREE!!

1

Wednesday, August 29, 2012
Volunteer Fair
-9:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Meet area volunteer, non-profit
and ~overnmental agencies
and earn how you can make
a difference.

Downtown Edwardsville

RSAC Bags Tournament
8:00 PM
Cost: $10.00 Registration Fee
Pre-register at t e Intramural
Sports Office between the
hours of 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM.
$10.00 registration fee will be
due when you s r up (cash
or check only). is
tournament will have a 24team max so don't miss out!
Winning team will be given a
cash pnze and Champwnship
T-shiit at the event!

Goshen Lounge,
Morris Universi~ Center
Kimmel Leaders ip Center

Voter Registration
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Next to Information Desk,
Morris Universi~ Center
Kimmel Leaders ip Center

Academic Advising
Open House
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
For a chance to win a "Survival
Kit", stag by the Student
Success enter Open House
and meet representatives from
the Acaderruc Advancement
Center and additional offices.

Block Party
(Downtown Edwardsville)

Saturday, August 25, 2012
Welcome Back Concert at
The Gardens
6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
Join us for a free concert at
the SIUE Gardens. Check out
this beautiful area of campus.
The first 100 J?,eople in
attendance will receive a
free stadium blanket!

Academic Advising
Student Success Center,
Room 1220

Thursday, August 30, 2012
Voter Registration
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

The Gardens at SIUE

Evening Student Reception
4:30 PM - 6:30 PM
St~ by to enjoy refreshments
be ore class, receive
information and giveaways,
and experience
a welcoming atmosphere
for evening students.
First Floor Atrium,
Art & Design Building
Art & Design

Just for Laughs: Ty Barnett
7:00 PM
Join CAB for this fun, free
event featuring Last Comic
Standing alum T'y Barnett.
You've seen him on The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno, HBO's
"Bad Boys of Comedy", and
in his own half-hour Comedy
Central SJ?ecial. His dedication
to "Bringmg the Funny" is sure
to please eveftnone.

Meridian Bal room,
Morris University Center
Campus Activities Board

Ice Cream Cabaret
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Cost:
Students w/ valid SIUE ID: $3.00
Faculty /Staff: $5.00
Enjoy lunchtime entertainment
performed in a cabaret sn,le
setting with faculty, staff and
students! Bring your lunch or
purchase food, and build your
own sundae. Proceeds support
the Staff Senate Scholarship.
Great door prizes!

Sunday, August 26, 2012
Cougar Welcome SK
Run/Walk
10:00 AM - 11 :00 AM
This event is open to students,
faculty, staff, and alumni.
Partic~ants must present
their ougar Card to receive
a one-of-a-kind SIUE Cougar
Welcome SK T-shirt (limited
~uantities are available).
egister online at
siue.edu/crec/intramural no
later than August 24. Male and
female winners will receive an
IM Chamton T-shirt!

Meet at t e East Vadalabene
Center Entrance

Academic Advising
Open House
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
For a chance to win a "Survival
Kit", stop by the Student
Success Center Open House
and meet representatives from
the Academic Advancement
Center and additional offices.

Catholic Mass
10:30 AM -11:30 AM
Catholic mass followed bt
refreshments and hospita ity!
Come on down and priiJi
with, and meet, a fnen y and
welcoming community.
AU faiths and denominations
are welcome!

Evening Student Reception
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
St~ by to enjoy {efreshments
be ore class, receive
information and giveaways,
and experience a

Friday, August 31, 2012

Stratton Quadrangle
Interfratemity Council

Thursday, August 23, 2012

Academic Advising
Student Success Center,
Room 1220

Next to Information Desk,
Morris Universi~ Center
Kimmel Leaders ip Center

4th Annual Foam Party
8:00 PM - 11:00 PM
The Greek community will host
SIUE's annual foam pa-qr The
party will consist of a D and
sudsy foam. Come join the fun!

The "Dome" at The Center for
~irituality & Sustainability
across from the
Engineering Building)
Catholic Newman Student
Union (CNSU)--Catholics Alive!

Monday,August27,2012
Activities Fair
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Enjoh student organization
boot s, fun, information

Meridian Ballroom,
Morris University Center
Staff Senate

-

All events are free unless
otherwise noted. Contact the
Kimmel Leadership Center
at 618.650.2686 for more
information or
visit siue.edu/cab.
All events are subject to
change.

Cougar Welcome is
sponsored by the Campus
Activities Board.
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Fl<OM THE ALESTLE EDITOI< IN CHIEF
STAY INFORMED Al3OUT YOUR CAMPUS l3Y READING THE ALESTLE
Hey, I just met you. And this is crazy. But here's our
paper, so read it maybe?
Welcome, new students, and
welcome back, returning students!
It is our goal to provide you
with the best campus news, SIUE
sport and entertainment cover-

MICH!;Lil ~ARD
f;DITOR IN CHl!;F
age. Be sure to pick up a copy of the AJestle every
Thursday at any news rand on campus or even at select
loc.itions in Edwardsville and Glen Carbon.
Last year, our website got a face lift with added features including photo galleries, videos and games. You
can also take polls, comment on articles or send a letter
to the editor online. Alestlclive.com was among the top
10 best large-school publication websites at the Associated Collegiate Press National College Media Convention in Orlando, Fla.

Our online edition runs on Tuesday and
Thur ·day. Join our mailing list to get new
----------articles or breaking news sent to your
email.
Hey, I just met you.
Stay up to date with ·the
And this is crazy.
AJestle by liking us on FaceBut here's our
book
and
following
@TheAlestle on Twitter. We
paper, so read it
check our social media often
maybe ...
and would love to hear from
our readers.
Feel free to contact the
Michelle Beard
Akstk with any questions, conAlestle Editor in Chief
cerns or story ideas you ha\'c regarding SIUE or the Edwardsville area on
Facebook, Twitter or by emailing editor@alestlclive.com. You can also get
involved with the Alestle by picking up an application
at our office on the second floor of the Morris University Center.
We look forward to bringing you the latest campus
news and hearing from you.

FROM THE SIUE CHANCELLOR
FALL IS TIME FOi< AFl<ESH STAl<T ON AGl<EAT CAMPUS
On behalf of the faculty and staff of Southern Illinois Univer ity Edwardsville, welcome to the 20122013 academic year!
To our returning students, welcome back and thank
you for your commitment to this exceptional University.
To those of you who are just beginning your life as a
Cougar, I'm one of you. Having just been selected as
the eighth chancellor of SIUE, I
look forward to an exciting year of
new experiences and challenging
opportunities. We're in this together!

JUUi; FURST-~Wf;
CHANCEL.LOR
You have made a great choice in SIUE. Listed for
the third consecutive year as one of 46 "up-and-coming
schools" by U .S. News & World Repo rt, SIUE has so
much to offer from our quality faculty and academic
programs to a wide variety of extracurricular activities
and special events .
And I'm proud to point out that, also for the third
consecutive year, we are listed on the President's Higher
Education Community Service Honor Roll, in the Distinction category, for giving back to the Southern IJJi.
nois region. That's how we " RolJ! "
Yo u will encounter a diversity of people and ideas
during your time here on campus, and you will benefit
from it all. The University is founded on five values that
form the basis for everything we do: Citizenship, Excellence, Integrity, Openness and Wisdom. These values
are so important to the essence of SIUE that they are
displayed in the Morris U niversity Center's Goshen
Lounge for alJ to sec.
Be sure you commit them to memory; there may be
a pop quiz before you're allowed to gradua te!
As in most worthwhile goals in life, what you ultimately gain depends on what you invest. Whether
you're a new or returning student, be sure to take advantage of the many opportunities available to you for
activities in addition to your studies. Even with all of

the hard work that will be required, college is supposed
to be fun and full of memories and friendships that will
last a lifetime.
With over 200 student organizations from which to
choose, there is something for everyone! Choose from
intellectual, artistic, athletic or social activities, or any combination of
these, and create for yourself a
very rewarding university exYou will encounter a
penence.
diversity of people and
Many of these activities are free to students, for
ideas during your time
example, the excelJent Arts
here on campus ...
& Issues fine arts series
and scheduled NCAA Division I athleti cs events.
Julie Furst-Bowe
There are so many ways to opChancellor
timize your time here at the "e!"
Another important way to get
the most out of your college experience
is to stay informed on campus activities and topics of current ·interest.
O ne of the best ways to do this is to read the campus
newspaper, the Alestle. This publication is named for
the Alton, East St. Louis and Edwardsville communities, highlighting the importance of SIUE's three educational branches. Feel free to offer your opinions in the
Alestle and stay up-to-date on what the rest of the campus community is thinking.
The falJ semester is always an exciting time of fresh
starts and new opportunities for investing in the future.
Make the most of your time here by working hard and
getting involved in your university. And remember, you
have a small army of support in the faculty and staff of
SIUE . Don't hesitate to ask for what you need.
I wish you all the bes t for a very successful academic
year. Tomorrow depends on what you learn today!
Go SIUe!
Julie Furst-Bowe, Ed.D.
Chancellpr

www.alestlelive.com
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Fl<OM THE STUDENT ~ODY Pl<ESIDENT AD INDEX
ENJOY THE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE: GET INVOLVED, MEET NEW PEOPLE
College has the potential to be the best years of your
life. You are given so many incredible opportunities to experience Lots of Life-changing thing. As you start your firs t,
second, or even third year on campus, I
wanted to start you off with a few words
of advice.
First, don't be afraid to get involved. When I started school at SI UE
back in 2009, I was extremely timid

ERIK ZIMMERMAN
STUDENT !:'ODY PRESIDENT

and overly scared of going to campus events and getting involved in student organizations.
T he idea of interacting with groups of people that I had
never met before was overwhelming. However, three years
later, I couldn't be happier that I made the decision to get
involved. The people that I have inet have become some of
my best friends, and I know that our friendships will last far
and beyond SIUE.
Whether you decide to get involved in Student Government, Greek Life, Campus Activities Board, or any other organization does not matter. What matters is that you get
involved.
You have the potential to make your college experience
amazing! Don't let opportunities pass you up.
Second, embrace the awesome diversity that is found
throughout SIUE's campus. One of my most favorite things
about college has been the many opportunities I have had
to not only meet, but become friends with people from so

Don't let opportunities
pass you up ...
Erik Zimmerman
Studen t Body President
many
dive r se
backgrounds.
I can honestly say that I have grown
as an individual because of the awesome and diverse people
that have influenced my life while attending SIUE. I think
that college provides you the opportunity to move beyond
simple stereotypes as you get to know people who are completely different than you.
With those things said, I want to formally welcome you
to SIUE. There are many offerings on campus, and I genuinely want each of you to be successful.
I would love to get to know as many students as possible so please don't be afraid to come hang out in my office
whenever you're bored. The Student Government office is
located in the Student Success Center just down the ball
from Kaldi's.
So, on behalf of SIUE's student body, I would like to
welcome you for the first, second, or thirtieth time back to
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. I hope you have
the best year of your life!
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THE KEYS TO SUCCESS ARE AS EASY AS 4-3- 2-1
Dear Students,
Welcome to the SIUE Community! This is an exciting
time in your life . As a tudent you will be introduced to
many new and different ideas and experiences; you will be
challenged to think logically and creatively about difficult
questions; and you will be asked to discuss the answers to
these questions. Join in these discussions ... you have much
to offer.
From my perspective, here are some
valuable points to assure your success
as an SIUE student:

NAR~TH EMMANUEL
VICE CHANCELLOR
OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
First, and foremost...invest the time and energy necessary to achieve good grades.
Experts recommend a minimum of two hours studying
outside_of class for every hour of class . Attend class regularly
and make sure you know your instructor's attendance policy.
Be on tinie and be prepared for every class meeting. Sit in
the front of the classroom! Follow your syllabus, and make
sure that you are organized and that your assignments are
completed in a timely manner. If you nec;d help, talk with
your faculty or advisor so they can direct you to the best
source of assistance.
Second ... resolve conflicts, differences and disputes by
thoughtful discussion.
·
Civility is a cornerstone of our academic community;
you are expected to act and behave accordingly. At times you

may disagree with fellow members of the academic community. Part of your college experience is learning to resolve
disagreements and differences of opinion in a fashion that is
in keeping with your role as an educated member of the
SIUE community.
Third ... get involved in campus life.
There are numerous opportunities available to you to become involved in activities and services beyond the classroom. Check out the student organizations on campus, they
need your participation. Consider doing volw1teer work related to your academic major or participate in the social and
recreational opportunities on campus. All of these activities
give you the chance to interact wi th your fellow students,
faculty and staff and serve to enrich and broaden your education.
Fourth, and lastly ... take care of yourself.
Achieve the balance between what is required to succeed
at the University and the other obligations of family and
work. Occasional stress is a norma l part of a student's Life.
How you cope with it, in a constructive manner, will make
all the difference for you. Make lifestyle decisions that are in
your best interest .
Again, I welcome you to SIUE. I encourage you to follow the SIUE 4- 3-2- 1 formula for success: graduate in 4
years; maintain a minimum 3.0 grade point average; devote
2 hdurs prep time per credit hour; and involve yourself in at
least 1 campus activity.
I look forward to meeting you on campus and hope you
find your University experience both rewarding and memorable.

alestlelive
where to get your news
al ton eastsaintlouis edwardsville

www.alestlelive.com
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WHAT YOU MISSED THIS SUMMER
Affordable mexican fare
coming to MUC this fall

Graphic courtesy of Joseph Pearson

August 1 - This fall, the Morris
University Center will have something
new inside it besides lost freshmen: a
new Southwest-style cuisine option for
cost-conscious tudents.
MUC Director Joseph Pearson
hopes to have construction on a new
restaurant called Mi Cocina, Spanish
for "my kitchen," completed for the
smrr of the fall semester.
"We do not have a date for a grand
opening," Pearson said. "We arc still
awaiting some of the equipment and
can't even start training. It should be
open in the first week or two of school
at the very least."
According to Pearson, the menu
has been sin1plified. The base options
will consist of tacos, bunitos, quesadillas, nachos, salads and sides.
After choosing a base option, customers will be asked a choice of toppings, including chicken, steak and
pork.
"Everything is ma.de fresh" Pearson said. ''Nothing is frozen like before."

The restaurant was designed to replace the recently vacated Taco Bell.
The 11-ycar contract between SIUE
and Taco Bell expired in April, and the
two parties could not come to tem1S on
a new contract due to liability issues.
Pearson is optimi tic that Mi Cocina
will not only be an adequate substirute
for Toco Bell, but also an improvement.
"We think we have an excellent
product and value," Pearson said. "It
will far surpas Taco Bell in quality and
price."
Altl10ugh simple, the menu was
designed to keep costs down and not
sacrifice taste. Pearson said customers
would still be able to get a taco for less
man a dollar.
Assistant Director of Dining Services Dennis Wobbe likes the flexibility
offered by being in control of the
restaurant.
"We aren't limited on selections
like we were with Taco Bell," Wobbe
said. ''Taco Bell is standardized, but we
don't have to keep me same menu
items. We can do a little better job."

Chick-Fil-A controversy draws
attention: Dan Cathy comes out
as opposed to gay marriage
August 1 - The SIUE
organizations dedicated to
supporting the LGBT
communiry a.re still determining their response to
recent remarks by Chick-ft.IA President Dan Cathy opposing gay marriage.
In a story first published by the Biblical
Recorder on July 2, Cathy
said the company was
"guilty as charged" for supporting the traditional family, "the biblical definition
of the family unit." The
comments did not explicitly address Cathy's stance
on gay marriage, but he
clarified his postion on me

. . . OanT.Cathy

"1'.'i
1

\.,.

subject 14 days later, on the
Ken Coleman radio show.
''I think we are inviting
God's judgment on our nation when we shake our fist
at him and say, 'We know
better man you as to what
con titutes a marriage.' I
pray God's mercy on our
generation that has such a
prideful, arrogant attitude
to mink that we would
have the audacity to try to
redefine what marriage is
all about," Cathy said.
Catl1y's
statements
were in reference to the
widely reported fact that
WinShapc, the charitable
arm of Chick-~1-A, has
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New athletic adviser
brings experience to SIUE
August 1 - The SIUE Department of Intercollegiate Athletic has hired KeIJy Traynor as
the new academic adviser to help
carry on its tradition of academic
excellence.
Traynor said the Cougars'
past academic achievements attracted her to the school.
"To have that success, there is
clearly support from the coaches
and administration to focus on
academics," Traynor said. "As an
academic adviser, that is exactly
what you want."
Traynor comes to SIUE from
the University of Missouri, where
she was an academic tutor and
coordinator. She received her
master's in education and counI Photo courtesy of sluecougors.com
seling psychology from Missouri
in May.
Canadian schools did not offer
Traynor received her bacheathletic scholarships at that time.
lor's degree in business adminis. She was also intrigued by the
tration,
with
a
ports
idea of living in another country.
administration minor, from the
After her time at Louisville,
Un~versity of Louisville. She was
Traynor moved to the University
a member of Louisville's rowing
of Missouri. There she worked in
team and completed an internthe Total Person Program, which
ship in the university's Academic
helps athletes succeed in the
Services for Athletics program.
classroom and prepares them for
"My experience from other
careers.
institutions and my experience as
"The TPP program is very
a student-athlete will help as exsimilar to the program here at
pectations here grow," Traynor
SIU.E," Traynor said. "I think
said.
my experience at Missouri wiij
Traynor hails from Canada.
help me bring some fresh ideas
She decided to attend university
here."
in the United States because

·>1 I·

long supported organizations that aim to defend the
definition of marriage as
being between one man
and one woman.
There are more than
1,600 Chick-ft.I-A locations
in the United States, but
only 11 in the six states,
plus me District of Columbia, where gay marriage is
legal. There are 14 restaurants in Illinois, including
one in the Morris University Center.
Vicky Dean, chairwoman for Safe Zone, a
volunteer committee of facultv and staff committed to
crc.ating a sate environment
for students to explore
LGBT issues on campus,
indicated that an organization mat identifies as Christian is not necessarily
anti-gay.
"Just because they arc a
Christian organization, it
doesn't mean that they are
anti-LGBT. There can be
correlations, but that is not
a given," Dean said. "It can
hinder me LGBT community ifwe assume that."
The reaction on the
SIUE campus has been
muted so far.

Photo via Twitter

New apartments planned
within walking distance

I
June 27 - The developers of Enclave are
planning another off-campus student housing
complex, this one within walking distance of
the university.
Enclave West will be located at me intersection of New Poag Road and Northwest
University Drive. It is scheduled to open in
August 2013.
With a waitlist for upperclassmen at both
University Housing and Enclave, me new development is expected to help address future
srudent housing shortages.
The fully furnished two- and three-bedroom units will have walls and floors designed
to dampen sound as well as plenty of space for
bike storage. The Enclave West complex will
have an 8,000-square-foot clubhouse with

Image courtsey of Corey Wenzel

swimming pool, a large quad area for recreation, a fitness center, sand volleyball court and
putting green. All residents of Enclave and Enclave West will have access cards to use the facilities at both complexes.
The first phase of Enclave West will total
about 336 bedrooms. Future expansion will be
based on demand, but could nearly double the
size of the complex.
Pre-leasing for Enclave West is anticipated
to begin in October. The price per bedroom is
expected to be the same as Enclave ($555$585 per month), with all utilities included.
Like Enclave, Enclave West will lease per bedroom and will provide a roommate locator
SerVICe.

,---------- ---- -------------------------------ATTENTION STUDENTS:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Specific types of student Directory Information are made available to the general public. Under
Public Law 93-380 as amend ed, the University may make accessible to any person external to the
University " Directory Information" in conformity with the law.
Notice is therefore given that the information listed below will be available to any person
inquiring about such data for any student enrolled at SIUE unless the student files a written
objection prohibiting release of this information.
Students who wish to file a written objection should complete the Directory Information Release
form on the Registrar's website: http://www.siue.edu/registrar/forms/pdf/D irectorylnfoRelease.pdf,
and submit it to the Service Center, Rendleman Hall, Room 1309.
In cases where students have filed timely written notice that they object to the release of
directory information, that information will not be released to any person except those requiring
access through the course of normal University business.
SIUE publishes a web directory located at www.siue.edu. The information in the directory is
refreshed once in fall and once in spring. Students who wish to be excluded from the online
directory and who do not have a previous written objection on file must submit it no later than
Friday, August _
24, 2012 for fall or Friday, January 11, 2013 for spring.
To review the University's statement on Right to Privacy and Nondisclosure, please visit:
http://www.siue.edu/registrar/privacy.shtml.

Directory Information includes the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

Student Name
Student address and telephone number (local and permanent)
Student e-mail address
Major field of study
Classification
Dates of attendance
Full or part-time status
Attempted hours
Degrees and awards earned
The most recent educational agency or institution attended
prior to enrollment at SIUE
Participation in officially recognized activity or sport
Weight and height of members of athletic teams
Date of birth

Important Note:

The Office of the Registrar would like to remind all students to take a moment to review their
addresses and emergency contact information on CougarNet at www.siue.edu/COUGARNET.
We strongly encourage you to maintain accurate contact information in order for you to receive
important University correspondence.
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LEXI CORTES
11 /est/e Managing Editor
The Gardens can often leave visitors
feeling as thought they have left Edwardsville and entered a new world of
nature.
Director of The Gardens Jane Drake
said students should feel free to stray
from the main half-mile dirt path to really di cover what The Gardens has to
offer.
"This is definitely not a stay-off-thegra s kind of place," Drake said. "You
never know what you'll find. Part of the
joy in exploration is not knowing what
you're going to find and that, I think, is
really indicative of people's experiences in
nature."
According to Drake, when things get
stre sful during the semester, The Gardens, located near Cougar Village, is a
great place to get away from it all.
"It's just so easy for us to all get so
busy that creating an outdoor space to
kind of facilitate that nature-based connection I think is important, wh~ther it's
structured or not," Drake aid.
Drake wants tudent to feel like The
Gardens belong to them. Some students
will do things to leave their mark on The
Garden , like constructing sticks into
cube sculptures.
"Part of the magic that happens
when students take ownership is things
like those little sculptures," Drake said.
"They're simple little sculptures, but people really enjoy them. Only a student
who really felt like thi was their space
would st;p and take the time to build
those. We'll respect those things _and
leave them for other people to enjoy."

The 35-acn: grounds contain memorial gardens, sculptures and natural areas.
Of all of these area , Drake said she is excited about the new extension to an existing path.
"We've opened Shade Stroll, which is
a mulch path, and it kind of cuts right
through the middle of the half mile path
and the woodland garden," Drake said.
"A lot of people, since it's a half mile,
they come out and walk at lunch, and
two laps gets their mile in. We're excited
to build out Shade Stroll a little bit more
so that it gives people a new place to explore."
The Gardens is full of art installations, like the Rita Hardy Wind Fore t.
,.._ This fall a new one will be displayed.
Fine arts graduate student Danne
Rhaesa, of Collinsville, put the new
sculpture together with her husband,
Mike Rhaesa.
Danne Rhae a said she had done
work with stone previously, but never in
her artwork w1til now.
"Some of the stones come from
Kansas," Danne Rhaesa said. "Some of
them come from a Tennessee river, but
they're all from a water source. The name
of the piece is 'Water Stone."'
The rocks, even though they are
from different geographic locations, fit
together to form the structure, which is
open underneath for exploring.
"There's a great space inside to hang
out, and she's incorporated viewing
ports," Drake said . "This will be just another place of engagement for adults and
kids."
Sculpture graduate student Denne Rhaesa and her husband, Mike Rhaesa, finish up their
According to Drake, The Gardens is
sculpture on campus called "Water Stone."
I Photo by Kalin Haydon/ Alestle
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Happy Hour Specials 4:30 - 1:00
MON $0.45 Hot Wings
TUES $0.50 Mini Burgers
WED $0.25 Tacos
THURS $5.50 Pick 3 Basket ·
FRI $5 Mommas ,Nachos Platter
Late Night "Happy Hour"
1/2 off Select Appetizers
MON & TUES 8-10 PM
THURS - SAT 9--11 PM

Saturday '3am" Semoil
12 YEARS STRONG!

Front Bar 2-6 PM
Sunday&~ Pati
Grillin' 2. 8PM
Live Music 3-7PM

BACKTOSCHOOLPAB1Yl
Thursday Aug. 2 rd

"COORS LIGHT BELOW 29°
DRAFT PROM01710N"
·$150 16 oz Plus Giveaways

rorYoar&teatainme.ot
9 :3 o PM • 1 : 39 AM

Live music on patio + DJ Too Tall in back bar

Ori Too 1al

TUES $1.75 PJ>:'J:~\fs , 0 %utside Patio Curbside Dining
or
FRI $2.50 14~ M~gant~RINK't~c~ !- ~~s1l WEEK Aaron Kamm
SAT $2.50 Rad Voaxa
DARTS & VIDEO GAMES'
,
·
THU RS Free Pool 6 - 9 PM
& fhe One DloiLemonades

OTHER DAILY SPECIALS GO TO
LAURIESPLACEBAR.COM

Live Music
Will 6:30 .. 10:00
ffil & SAT 9:30- 1:30

21 + TO ENTER BACK BAR & PATIO

MUSIC SCHEDU[E AT

LAURIESPLACEBAR.COM
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SIUE KEEPS STUDENTS SAFE
ROBYN KIRSCH
Alestle Opinion Editor

SIDE was named the 21st safest campus in the
country in 2010 by The Daily Beast, something the
SIDE Police Deparnnent strives to uphold.
The police department offers services ranging
from a 24-hour escort service to a Rape Aggression
Defense course for women.
If a student, faculty or staff member wants to ensure his or her safety, SIDE police provide personal escorts for those who feel uncomfortable walking on
campus at night. According to Sgt. Lisa Johnson, there
were 267 escorts given between July 1, 2011 and June
30, 2012.
Although there is a lull in summertime due to the
low number of people on campus, Schmoll said the department's 39 full-time officers arc more than willing
to provide people with escorts and vehicle battery
jrnnps, rnuock vehicles and respond to motor assist calls
and emergency light pole calls. The team of police officers patrol 24/7, as well as holidays. The police department is equipped with well-trained emergency
dispatchers in the Supporting Services building on
campus, which is located off South University Drive
on Supporting Services Road.
'We send out e-Lerts for things like bad weather
or if there are any types of emergencies on campus. We
dispatch through the emergency 911 center, so any
emergencies that come in or 911 calls, we dispatch th.e
proper police, fire or EMS to the location here on campus," Schmoll said.
The university has 65 emergency light pole system
units located across campus from the southern edge,
near Prairie Hall to the northern region of Cougar Village. There have been discussions
concerning
upgrading the network because the manufacturer is
discontinuing the type of
units and software SIDE
has been using since the
1980s.
In April, a team of
university representatives
from varying departments
made up a committee to
weigh all options and present the information to the
university population and
administrators to decide
whether the university
would upgrade to the new
system.

Recently, one decision has been made, Administrative Services Director Bob Vanzo said.
'We will keep the emergency phone network, and
upgrade it," Vanzo said. "As phones begin to fail we,
will replace them with the newer units, so we will keep
that system functional."
The decision that remains to be made is whether
or not the university will implement a supplementary
emergency notification technology called the RaveGuardian mobile phone escort, which Vanzo said is still
in tl1e preliminary phase of research by the Vice Chancellor's Office for Administrative Affairs and SIUE police.
Snident Body President Erik Zimmerman is confident the university will not allow safety to take the
backseat among the many issues and concerns administrators are faced with every day
"I'm really excited tl1e w1ivcrsity decided to keep
POLICE I pg. 16

Lt. Kevin Schmoll performs a routine traffic stop on
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constantly adding new art installations and changing the look of the
grounds.
"The thing that I think is great about The Gardens is it's not one
of those places that you can go one time and kind of feel like 'I've been
there, done that,"' Drake said. "Every time you come, there's something different to see."
Some of the permanent structures include Prairie Portal and the
Lantern, which overlooks Turtle Pond.
"There's already been one marriage proposal [ at Prairie Portal]
that we know of," Drake said "The Lantern is probably our most requested rental space for weddings. It's nice to be able to share the
space with people for their significant days."
Community volunteers and student workers help to keep The Gardens looking nice for such events.
"We have a tremendous amount of student volunteers," Drake
said. "So many students give service hours through Kimmel on campus, and we're definitely a site that benefits greatly from that. It's efforts of volunteers that really keep us alive and not just student
volunteers. We also have a core of master gardeners from tl1e Metro
East communirv who come every Tuesday."
Junior biol~gy major Kelsey Petersen, of Glimpse, started working
at The Gardens in the summer and said she has had a great time so
far.
"I was just checking out jobs on the Student Employment site and
thought it'd be perfect," Petersen said. "I like this kind of stuff. I like
getting dirty."
She recommends students come to The Gardens if they never have
before or if they just haven't been in a while.
"They should definitely check it out because I think if they did,
they'd come back," Petersen said.
The Gardens is also able to stay so lush and vibrant because of donations, according to Drake.
"We've got great support from the university," Drake said. "All of
the annual operations is from donators and various benefactors. Community support is very important to us. Community support helps us
maintain the grounds and helps us grow the grounds, and certainly
new installations are driven by donor support."
Drake said right now The Gardens has the opportunity for even
more growth.
"I really think The Gardens is at a place where we can do more,"
Drake said. 'We're working on expanding our outreach. We're working
on updating our website [with] some fun new changes that'll be able
to share our message more broadly and in a more engaging manner."
Io an attempt to reach the student population, Drake said The
Gardens is hosting an outdoor concert Aug. 25 at the natural amphitheater.
"What we're attempting to do with the concert for back to school
is really develop opportunities for people to come out and enjoy the
space and for it to become part of their daily lives," Drake said. ''W_hen
you have a chance to meet a friend to study, we hope you consider
coming here to do it. If you want to get together with a friend and
take a walk, it's a great place to do that."

campus.
\ Photo illustration by Kalin Haydon/ Alestle

Lexi Cortes can be reached at acortes@alesflelive.com or 6EJ0.3527. Follow
@lex/_ cortes.
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Well, maybe just your banking.
At Commerce Bank, we're working behind the scenes to save you some time ...

and a little money, too. A myDirect Student Checking Account helps you:
• Bank onUne and on your phone
• Get email alerts to keep track of your account
• Use any Commerce ATM without fees

Stop by our branch on or near campus today and sign up. It's a whole lot
easier than a pop quiz.

.. Commerce B~!!~
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commercebank.com/students / 618.655.9812
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Save cash at businesses in town
Cousar -C ard does more 1han 1he aweraae ID

·-- .- .-

RO BY N KIRSCH

'

Alestle Opinion Editor

Forty-five area businesses involved in SIUE's srudenrdiscow1t program could save srudents, staff and faculty a bundle.
Srudent Government, whid1 provides the list of participating companies, expects to release an updated version after
the fall semester begins.
According to Student Body President Erik Zimmerman,
therc were complications with crying to implement the Rovertown mobile di count progr,un last fa.11.
"The university was having internal contract problems
with the Rovertown compan~; which would have ended up
costing the university and student government a lot of
money," Zimmerman said. "It would have been a waste of
sn1denr fee mone); which I was not willing to sacrifice."
Zimmerman said Rovertown was pushing the university
ro make them the sole discount host, which would have made
the discount program less accessible to students who do not
have smartphones.
An initiative that is in the -preliminary research phase has
Zin1111erman hopeful for die list of businesses offering the discounts to grow in the near furure.
"I would like to see the [discount] program expand to
businesses in Alton, Belleville and St. Loui because we have
so many con1111uter students, o we want to make sure they
have access to smdent discounts in those areas as well," Zimmerman said.

Some students may
not have a lot of
money, so we try to
help with that ...
Miguel Doznam
Manager of La Fonda

-

Students ore offered discounts at various businesses around town, Including Hollywood Ton. Kathie Groth, of Edwardsville,

I

graduated in 2009, but used her discount often.

Some of the local hot spots in the Edwardsville area that
ofter discounts to SIUE srudents and employees are Rapid
Lube, Hollywood Tan, La Fonda and AT&T.
AT&T manager H eather Domer said there are a variety
of discounts available to those who present their Cougar Carel
upon visiting the Edwardsville location. O ffering a discount
allows AT&T to get students and others to come into the store
rather than just visit the website because discounts change
monthlr
Among the discounts arc 25 percent off of select accessories. Dorner said a special that will be available until at least
the end of August includes a P,rntcch Android-based phone
and tablet for 5200 with two-vcar contracts on both devices.
"I think offering these discow1ts is a way to giYe back to

Photo Illustration by Briana Collier/ Alestle

students because we appreciate srudent business "Domer said.
Angie Miklos, Hollywood Tan manager and SIUE
alumna, said she loves the university and is welcoming to anyone frequenting her business. There are quite a few deals for
studen ts and em ployees to take advantage of at H ollywood
Tan like their visit bundles, Miklos said
'We have a daily promotion going on between now and
Aug . 25 involving a big one day sale for free tans on the 25th,
as well as a drawing for many prizes including top prize of ix
months of free tanning, three months of free mystic tanning
and gift certificates from local businesses," Miklos said.
DISC O UNT! pg. 13

SURVIVAL TIPS FROM THE ALESTLE STAFF:

:

:
$2 COCKTAILS ON SUNIMYS!
$1 COCKTAILS ON MONIMYS.
---•ASJt\N EATS

-LEAV:E ACOUPLE ~ S ~ETWEEN EACH CLASS
.-t,ON'T ASSUME PIWEJlS WILL STOP FO" YOO
-EAT WHILE WAU<ING TO CL~SS TO SA~ TIME
-AVOIP TAKING CLASSES ~FORE q-,oo A.fl
-AVOIP TAKI~ CLASSES ON ~IDAY
·-FEAR & RESPECT THE GEESE

VOTED ONE OF THE BEST CHINESE
RESTAURANTSBYSAUCE MAGAZINE
READERS 20f2
DOWNLOAD OUR FREE /'PHONE
BLACK CHERY BOMB HOT CHERRY GAME!

IT'S A GREAT GAME TO Pl
SURE BEATS BEER POi

WITH FRIENDS. ..
SOMETIMES!

Welcome laclt Student,
SI 8.88 monthly Tannin9 PackG9e
SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

SEARCH BLACK CHERY 80MB ON /TUNES.
TAKE OUT - 655-0888 - Dfl/VfRY
WWW. WANGGANGASIAN. COM
#4 CLUB CENTRE, HWY f57
(SORT OF BEHiND MOTOMART)
GREAT FOOTJ, TERRIBLE LOCATION!

Call 656-UTAN (8826)
6455 Center Grove Rd• www.sundazzlers.net • Edwardsville , IL 62025
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Stop, collaborate and listen
LiViHb 1,ViTH f<OOMMAT-ES DO-ESH~T HAV-E TO B-E HAF<D
JOHN LAYTON
Alestle Sports Editor
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Graphic by Rebehka Blake/ Alestle

For many incoming freshmen, one of the biggest and most challenging changes in attending college will be living with a roommate.
Howeve1; any possible problems can be avoided with one simple
act: comrnmiication.
According to Director of University Housing Michael Schultz,
problems between roommates arise when one or the other withholds
information.
"It's real important to set expectations either before they get here
or once they get here of what can you do, what can you not do within
the room," Schultz said. "'Can you use my TV? When can we have
guests in the room?' All that kind ofinfom1ation."
Schultz. ,iid tudents should gain from living in University Housing, but that it d1allcngcs some people.
"In University Housing, we're really kx)king at students to use thi\
experience :md learn from the housing experience and d1e roommate experience," Schultz said.
Students have the option ofli,,ing with a randoml)' selected roommate or requesting to live with a certain per on. Schultz said he is concemed about students who mutually request each od1er witl1out having
a prior relationship of some sort.
"For cxan1plc, 'I'm coniing from a small town in Illinois and we
went to the san1e high school, but \Ve weren't in the same groups,"'
Schultz said. "'Just because we came from d1at same small town, we're
going to mutually request each od1er ba.~ed on a friend of a friend of a
friend."'
The reason this can lead to problems, according to Schultz, is knowing or being friends with someone is different than living with someone.
"Do you know if that person is dean or not? Arc they going to keep
the room tidy the way mat you niight want it to be tidr?" Schultz said.
"You niight have different living experiences and living e>."pcctations."
Schultz said he hopes students who plan on living together are communicating ahead of time. If they have not, many issues can, and often
ROOMMATE S I pg. 16

JUST TWO
MINUTES
FROM
SIUE
CAMPUS
-------------------

THE PLACE FO
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Serta

®

One mile south on Route 157

- sgg
Full Mattress .............................................'...... $149

Twin Mattress .... ,.......................".... ..............:-,~···--···••it•
Queen Mattress ....

u •• • •

~

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1

aAC\l -ro
scHOOLJ

*Offer valid through 9/30/12 with student ID.
See store for details.

Showroom Hours:
Monday, Thursday, Friday
9am-7pm
Tuesday,Wednesday,Saturday 9am-Spm
Sunday
12pm-Spm

"4•Sh()Vvroon1

•~IQ YQ~rJ:1QQm

2.5 miles north of 1-270 on Route 157
1091 S. State Rte 157, Edwardsville, Illinois
618.656.5111

Furniture & Bedding
www.kettleriverfurn.com

It's Simple - You See It
You Love It, You Get It
Most Times, The Very Next Day
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Workin' for the weekend
MATCAMP
Alestle Copy Editor

While it may not have the extravagant
nightlife of a big city, downtown Edwardsville
does offer a variety of establishments to cut
loose on the weekends.
Three options within walking distance of
one another are Laurie's Place, Stagger Inn
Again and Big Daddy's.
Locally owned and operated since 1996,
Laurie's Place, which is located at 228 N.
Main St., presents srudents several reasons to
stop in. With cheap drink ~md food specials
every day of the week and plenty oflive music,
Laurie's Place owner Laurie Chavez, of Edwardsville, said there is something for everyone.
"[We have] three bars, three different atmospheres," Chavez said. "There is curbside
dining, patio dining and live music."
Laurie's Place also offers students an
early start to the weekend.
"Thursday, we focus on college kids with
the specials that we have," Chavez said. "College kids have had a big in1pact on the business - they have for 16 years - and we
appreciate them."
First year pharmacy smdent Mandy
Daniels, of O'Fallon, Ill., said she likes the atmosphere.
''I like Laurie's because you see a bunch
of people who you go to school with in a different setting," Daniels said.
For smdents on a budget, Laurie's offers
$3.50 Natural Light pitchers and $1 Stag bottles and Natural Light pints every day. There
are also different specials each day of the week.
Senior exercise science major Sara Welch,
of Bethalto, said the drink specials are what
keep her coming back.
''I really like Laurie's," Welch said. ''It's
more laid back than some of the other places,
plus they have cheap pitchers."
The entertainment options at Laurie's
Place also vary, witl1 live music that ranges
from rock to country almost every day of tl1e
week.
_"Thursday we have a DJ, except one

Patrons partake in Laurie's Thursday night d rink special of $3.50 Natura l Light pitchers.

Thursday of the month we have Aaron
Kamm and the One Drops," Chavez said.
"Friday and Saturday it's all live music and
Sunday's we have live music on the patio at 3
o'clock."
They also offer an open-mic jam session
every Saturday from 2-6 p .m . at the front bar.
"All musicians out there, just show up
and we'll put you on the list," Chavez said.
"We have a lot of bands that audition up there
to play [at the back bar]. You never know
who's going to walk in the door; we've had
celebrities walk in. It's just a lot offun."
Laurie's Place is also kicking off the fall
semester wid1 an event on 11mrsday; Aug. 23,

Dane Loch, of Edwardsville, and David Kessinger, of Worden, lean on the bar while
liste ning to a live band at Stagger Inn Again in Edwardsville.

J
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including a band on the outside patio that
starts at 9 p.m . and a DJ inside that starts at
9:30p.m.
"We have a promotion for Coors Light
that day: $1.50 a pint, 29 degree pour, so it's
real, real, cold," Chavez said. ''They'll also be
giving things away."
For more information on Laurie's Place's
specials and music schedule, check out lauriesplacebar.com.
Anoilier option for live music and a
mixed atmosphere is Stagger Inn Again,
which is just up the road at 104 E. Vandalia.
According to bar manager Craig Knebel, of
Edwardsville, Stagger Inn's tradition of live
music is what sets it apart from oilier local
bars.
"We are about the only bar in town iliat
does live music five nights a week, and I know
we have the longest running open rnic night
in Edwardsville, if not the Metro East area, on
Sunday nights," Knebel said. "It's been going
on for over 27 years now. We get a lot of performers for open rnic nights from SIUE."
Open rnic nights are held Wednesday as
well as Sunday and run from 9:30 p.m. until
1 a.m. Live bands play Thursday through Saturday from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m. There is also
a happy hour band on Fridays that plays from
~ tO 8 p.m. Knebel said ilie types of bands
that play v<'l0:
"It's everything pretty much," Knebel
said. "We've had country bands in here to
every coupk: months \H.: h,1\'c a metal night
and e\'erything in between. A bunch of singer
songwriters, for the most part original mtL~ic."
The drink specials include different $2
liquor specials Monday through Saturda); Sl
Pabst Blue Ribbon cans on open mic nights
and a $3 bottle special.
"It's usually more of a craft brew or
something people won't normally find anywhere else," Knebel said. '1t rotates depending on how popular it is and quickly it goes."
To begin the fall semester, Stagger Inn
will be having Kentucky Knife Fight perform
Thursday, Aug. 23.
"For last four or five years at least, the
first week of school and the last week of
school we have Kentucky Knife Fight play
here," Knebel said. ''They kind of got their
~tart here as a band. A bunch of them actually

I
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graduated from SIUE."
For more information on Stagger's specials and band schedule, visit staggerinnagam.com.
For a more dub-like dance atmosphere,
look no further d1an Big Daddy's, located at
132 N. Main St. According to bar manager
Nick Paine, of Greenville, weekends are
geared toward the college crowd.
"Thursdays seem like the night everyone
comes out," Paine said. ''Thursday through
Saturday there's a lot of college smdents. We
have a DJ that starts at 10, good drink specials, but Thursday night seems to be the big
college smdent night."
Big Daddy's offers patrons an indoor bar
and dance area as well as a recendy renovated
large outdoor patio.
"We have a huge patio with a fully
stocked bar Thursday through Saturday,"
Paine said. "We have two TVs and our DJ
sound goes out there. It's been a little hot
lately for it, but it will be really nice once it
gets cooled off"
The patio is also open year round. Once
the weather starts getting cold in the winter,
the patio is tented and even heated on Thursday nights.
Big Daddy's offers various drink specials
depending on the day, such as $2 dome, tic
bottles and well drinks on Thursda~; S10
bucks and S4 cherry bombs on Fridav'i, md
'4 Jack Daniel\ dri.nks on Samrd,n, but Paine
said those arc changing soon.
"Drink specials ,1re going to change at the
end of August," Paine said. "'\Ve arc redoing
our menu- food, drinks, evcnthing."
According to Paine, the customer service
at Big Daddy's is what sets their bar apart
from others in the area.
"We do otmce and a half shots, so you
get more for what you're paying," Paine said.
"Our girls go the exrra [mile]; tl1ey chill ilie
shots, which some places don't do."
Pain said during the first week of the fall
semester Big Daddy's will have some specials,
but they have not yet been planned.
For more information on Big Daddy's,
visit edwardsville.bigdaddystl.com.
Mat Camp can be reached at
mcamp@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

www.alestlelive.com
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Under th e layers: The Rock speaks fo r itself
ASHLEY SEERING
Alestle Lifestyles Editor

The Rock that sits in the
middle of the Stratton Quadrangle is more than what it seems. It
is a piece of history and a tradition that helps define the culture
ofSIUE.
However, the Rock that
rests in the quad today is not the
original stone that made SIDE

its home when the campus
opened in 1965.
SIUE photographer Charles
Cox said the same company that
provided construction material
for the campus buildings also
supplied the Rock, according to
a University News Service article
from May 1, 1981.
The original Rock was subject to abuse that eventually led

to its demise, according to Cox.
Archivist and Special Collections Librarian Steve Kerber said
the original Rock was also stolen.
An unsuspecting jogger
found the missing stone near
Stadium Drive, according to a
St. Louis Post-Dispatch article
from Oct. 19, 2002. No one was
ever formally charged with stealing the Rock, according to Ker-

The Rock has been the centerpiece of the S1ratton Quadrangle since 1965.

I
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ber.
The Rock that now exists in
the quad is a four-ton piece of
limestone, and the original rests
in a glass case in Morris U niversity Center.
Kerber said he does not
think the Rock was originally
brought in to start a tradition.
"People started painting it,
but beyond that I don't think
there was any conscious attempt
to start a tradition," Kerber said.
''I think that people just started
decorating it, and I don't know
if it began with fraternities and
other organizations, but it has
kind of evolved into an expression by various social organizations."
Junior speech communication and mass communications
major Hannah Friedenbach, of
Yankton, S.D., said the Rock i
a significant piece of culture on
campus.
"I think it's an important,
positive
Greek tradition,"
Friedenbach said.
Friedenbach, who has
painted the Rock before, said it
is an exciting way to promote
her sorority.
''Usually we go out at night
so it's kind of a secret of who
painted it the next morning
when everyone sees it," Friedenbach said.

Photo illustration by Alestle staff
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Miklos looks forward to the STIJE
Welcome Students event with a booth
to promote the business on Aug. 22.
Rapid Lube oil technician Eric
Stidham said they offer $5 off any fullservice oil change and $3 off the miniservice any day, all day.
'We have people showing their
SIUE ID card for available discounts
about two to three times a day. We get
a lot of business from the SIUE
crowd," Stidham said.
According to Brad Whitlock,
manager of Rapid Lube, said he has
worked at his location for almost 12
years and his staff likes to offer a discount to the approximate 30 to 40 percent of clientele who are SIUE
students because it is good for business
and for students.
'We see a lot of red tags hanging
from customers' rear view mirrors, and
we like to offer the discount when we
notice that," Whitlock said.
LaFonda restaurant offers a 10
percent discount to those who show
their Cougar Card, Miguel Doznam,
manager of LaFonda, said.
'We get customers from SIUE almost every day like students and teachers - everybody," Doznam said. "Some
students may not have a lot of money,
so we try to help with that."

Robyn Kirsch can be reached at
rkirsch@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Fol/ow@RobynKirsch.
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iN OUR OWN BACKYARD

~;JI?e.+u

ASHLEY SEERING AND LEXI CORTES
Atestte Lifestyles Editor, Managing Editor

With St. Louis only 20 minutes away, it is tempting to assume the
only fun to be had around SIUE is in the big city. However, Edwardsville
has been repeatedly mentioned in St. Louis publication like t. Louis
Magazine for boasting some of the area's best entertainment. Here are five
spots that can provide just as good of a time as any St. Louis adventure.

5 -w,mre

.0 . ebon is responsible for founding for the village of
Leclaire, which is near downtown Edwardsville. As far as entertainment
goes, Leclaire's park offers the Metro East Humane Society \¥.lg 'n' Wail<,
a 5K run, which benefits the Metro East Humane Societ); if you are in
the mood to do some good while having fun. The park will also host
Parkfest, which prides itself on promoting the history of the area, Oct. 21
from 12-5 p.m. Leclaire Lake also offers everything from picnicking to
fishing. For more information, visit historic-leclaire.org.

4

Watttsh<d Nan= Crnt«
The Watershed, located at 1591 Tower Road, i a great place to
explore nature. Watershed docs not allow bikes on the trail, but it docs
allow pets and encourages hilting and exploring. Watershed also offers its
own education committee that organizes events for adults and children.
Check the event calendar at watershednaturecenter.com for more information.

3
The Wildey Theatre hos been a major part of the Edwardsville community since re-opening April 12, 2011 .
[ Photo by Kalin Haydon/ Alestle

Farmers Market
From fresh fruit and vegetables to the wares oflocal artisans, the
Land of Goshen Community Market in downtown Edwardsville has a little something for everyone. The market takes place for 24 consecutive Saturdays after Mother's Day, and the Edwardsville community has packed St.
Louis Street every summer for 16 years.
Keith Biver, of Edwardsville, is one of the original vendors at the
Goshen Market. At his stand, Biver Farms Organic Produce, he sells produce grown on his farm located on Pin Oak Road.
Biver sells to Grace Manor and Green Earth regularly, but enjoys seeing familiar face from the community every time he sets up his stand at
the market.
"You get the same people that come line up every morning on Saturdays," Biver aid.
For more information, visit goshenmarket.org.
Goshen

2

~n's
Edison's Entertainment Complex has given college students and
community member an alternative to the typical weekend activities, offering bowling, laser tag, arcade games, restaurant, a bar and more since
opening in June.
Matt McSparin, "chief entertainment officer'' and president of Edison's, said many guests are probably expecting a family fun center, but
when they walk in the front door they see Edison's was designed for the
adult eye. He h;11 heard it described as a mini Dave and Buster's.
'1 really feel like this is an adult place," McSparin said. "College kids
don't want to hang out at Alfonzo's or Gateway Fun Park. Ir docsn 't have
the ame feel. I tl1ink we did a good job of delivering something that people want. It's comfortable."
Edison's also offers a foll menu restaurant and Mango Tmgo, a frozen
yogun joint.

t':;~: :~~:•: : )~:~= ~
s=

Bus service on and-off campus.
For details call 931-7433, visit www.mct.org,
email info@mct.org, or find us on facebook.

11/C.C = Madison County Transit

m,

number one spot because of its historic value and importance. 1l1e original
theater opened in 1909 and was used as an opera house and meeting
place, according to wildeytheatre.com. The Wildey closed on March 8,
1984, and was later deemed a local landmark.
The city decided to renovate the theater in 1999 with the help of a
state grant, according to the website. The renovated Wtldey's grand opening was April 12, 2011.
The theater offers everything from late night double feacures of old favorite films to concerts and magicians.
For more .information and to purchase tickets, visit wildeytheater.com.
Ashley Seering can be reached at aseering@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Follow@AshteySeering. Lexi Cortes can be reached at acorteF@siue.edu or 6503527. Follow@exi_cortes.

www.alesllellve.com
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PARKING MAKES 'LOTS' OF IMPROVEMENTS
ROGER STARKEY
Atestte Reporter

Students returning to campus this
fall will find rescaled parking lot , the option to buy semester parking permits online and a new SIUE Parking Services
Facebook page.
These upgrades align with Director
of Administrative Services Bob Vanzo's
explanation of Parking Services' role on
campus.
"Parking Services is here to provide
parking as convenient as possible, well lit
and well maintained parking lots and
meet the needs of our customers," Vanzo
aid.
Parking laws arc also enforced by
Parking Services. The first time a car is
found parked in two spaces, without a
curre nt perm it, in the wrong lot,. or in a
non-parking zone or a non-registered
area, a $15 ticket will be iss ued. For each
offense after that, the ticket fee increa es
ano ther 10 u ntil the seventh violation.
Tickets for the seventh violation and any
after that arc $75.
Other fi nes include $ 15 fo r parking
at an expired o r broken meter and $ 15
fo r exceeding a sho rt-term time limit.
The mi use, alteration or fabrication of a
permit warrants a $ 75 fine . A towed vehicle also garners a $75 fine.
SIUE police write state citations for
handicapped parking violations. These citation are not handled by Parking Services. T hey must be paid or appealed to
the state.
Appeals to Parking Services must be

filed within 10 days of receiving the
ticket. Appeals can be made at the
Parking Services office in Rendleman
Hall o r onlinc at si ue.edu/ parking.
A portion of the fine mus t be paid
in order to file an appeal. If the appeal
is granted, credit will be given fo r the
portion paid. If the decision given by
Parking Services is not satisfactory, an other appeal can be
made to the Appeals Committee,
which is made up
of facult); staff
and student volunteers. The person maki ng the
appeal has the option to appear before the committee,
but an appeara nce
is not mandato ry.
Any decision made by
t he Appea ls Committee is fi nal.
An y university fine
th at is not paid within 10
working days is subject to a
$ 10 late fee. Students who do
not pay their fines are subject to
various punishments. They will be
placed on accounts receivable, which
means they cannot enroll in classes or receive a transcript until the fines are paid.
Their vehicles arc at risk of being towed
and, eventually, the O ffice of the Bursar
will turn delinquent accou nts over to a
collection agency.
Parking Services provides and main-
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Thursday
53 Lone Islands
52.~ 23 oz. Drafts
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Drink Specials
Saturday & Monday
51.o Domestic Buckets
Sunday
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52.~ screwdrivers
52.~ Bloody Marys

Half Price
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Any Appetizer
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Sunday • Thursday Friday & Saturday
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tains 52 parking lots with a total of
9,275 spaces at JUE. These spaces inelude 262 parking meter , 13 visitor
spaces, 93 motorcycle spaces, 204 handicappcd accessible spaces and 97 service
vehicle spaces .
Motorist Assistance and motorcycle
permit holders arc ,1lso provided by
Parking Services.
Vanzo highlighted several other
changes in Parking Services for the upcoming academic year.
Students wishing to charge their
parking permit again, t their student accounts will on l~• be able to do so online.
Only one lottery was held for graduate and undergraduJ.tc students
to obtain green permits thi~
year.
"Because of construction on campus, the re arc
fewer green permits. We
tried a separate lo ttery last year
for the g raduate assis tants and
undergrad uates, but it just bccame too confus ing," Vanzo said.
Permits arc not requi red to park
in red or ye llow lots the first week of
each semester, but this is no lo nger true
for the brown lo ts.
"Students couldn' t find spaces, and
they pointed out to us, correctly, that
those permits cost the same as green permits," Vanzo said. "So we arc now handling the brown lots the same as the
green in this regard.
Parking in all non-residential lots is

I

I

GRILL & BAR
1071 S. Hwy 157
Across From Edwardsville men School

(618) 655-9920
www.bullandbearerillandbar.t:om

College Night
Wednesdays
Drink Specials
$1 Mugs & $5 Pitchers
(Coors Light , Miller Lite , Budweiser, Bud
Light, Budweiser Sel ect)

$2 Wells
$2 Longnecks

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
s10 DOMESTIC BUCKETS

Weekday

Lunch
Specials
9 ite 111S to ~hoose
from ior only S 5. 99

Dine-in Only. Kitchen Closes One Hour Prior To Bar. With Purchase Of An y
Drink AL Regular Price. Cannot Be Combined With An) Other Coupon.

Monday - Fr iday 11 am - 2pm

www.alestlelive.com
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Anyone is allowed to paint
the Rock, but Greek and social organizations do it most often.

There has also been an unofficial
contest to see which group can
keep the Rock painted the longest,
according to Phi Kappa Psi member Titus Hughes, a sophomore

It's difficult to admire a
tradition that focuses on
defacing something ...
Steve Kerber
Archivist and Special
Collections Librarian

ROOMMATES I pg. 11

..,.

do, arise.
"Not letting other roommates know about guests
could be an issue. Cleanliness can become an issue if people aren't keeping spaces de~," Schultz said. "Respecting sn1dy time and noise time. It really goes back to
having those dear expectations of what are the rules of
the space."
Housing docs not leave students to figure everything out on their own, however. When they move in,
students receive a brochure on living in a community.
Schultz said the Housing website also has information
to help new roommates.
But if these tools and open communication have
failed and roommates still have issues, there are further
options.
"If they need a person to kind of mediate or help
the discussion, they can contact the resident assistant,"
Schultz said. "We're going to ask, before anybody asks
to do a room swap, that they have exhausted all those
opportunities."
This is not because Housing docs not want to provide good customer service, Schultz said.
''It's because we're really looking at this as an education process," Schultz said. "We're wanting them to
gain those skills of negotiation and collaboration and co-
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exercise science major from
Springfield.
"It's usually a kind of competition to sec who can keep their
colors and letters up d1e longest,"
Hughes said. ''Usually if you have
an event coming up, we'll tag the
Rock to let people know."
Kerber said traditions are an
important part of culture on campus, even though it does involve
vandalism.
"I think that tradition can
play a part in definin g an institution," Kerber said. "It's difficult to
admire a tradition that focuses on
defacing som ething, but no t all
traditio ns are positive."

still open to all from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m. Monday through Thursday
and from 4:30 p.m. Friday until 8 a.m. Monday.
Feven G irmay, a junior political science and international
studies major from Eritrea, would like fewer restrictions in one
key location.
"I don't like that I have to wait until 8 p.m. to park at the library," Girmay said. "Students should be able to park close by,
maybe starting at 5 p.m."
. Mich ael Brown , a senior secondary education and history
maJor from Sturgis, Mich. , appreciates the compassionate side of
Parki ng Services.
" I fo rgo t m y pass once, but as long as you h ave a pass and
are p arked in the correct lo t they'll forgive o ne ticket per sem es t er," Brown said.

Ashley Seering c a n be reached at
aseering@alestlelive.com or 65)..
3527. Follow @AshleySeering.
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operation and communication because those are life
skills mat they're going to take away."
According to Jessica Ulrich, a cow1Selor at Counseling Services, while roommate issues are not usually
the main reason students seek coW1Seling, it does come
up. Ulrich said while on-campus students have official
means of dealing with problems, off-campus students
need to find other ways of coping.
"Developing conflict resolution skills and healthy
communication skills with a cow1Selor would likely be
beneficial when a student is dealing with roommate issues," Ulrich said.
Cow1selors typically avoid giving advice, Ulrich
said, but they will help to develop these communication
skills through various means.
"CoW1SClors often engage in role playing to practice
the skills they've learned in ses ion,'' Ulrich said. "Counclors often encourage students to developing a deaning
d1art so as to divide household responsibilities."
Schultz said students should agree that they will deal
wim issues without involving their parents.
"Sometimes what we'll find out is d1e parents will
get involved and they won't have d1e foll story," Schultz
said. 'Then we get two sets of parents in and it creates a
bigger issue."
John Layton can be reached at jlayton@alestlelive.com
or 65)..3524. Follow @ohnmlayton.

Roger Starkey can be reached at rstarkey@alestlelive.com or 65J-3527. Follow @roger_)_starkey.

the emergency light pole system, they had a forum and a huge number of
students, faculty and staff attended," Zi.nlmerman said.
According to Johnson, who has been one of the four officers certified
through the Rape Agression Defense System to teach the nine hour intensive program, RAD has been an asset to the university and its female
population.
''We've never opened [ the class] up to staff It was only students prior
to this year, but this last RAD. class we had, we opened it up to more
people," Johnson said. "So if mere were somebody in the Bursar's Office
or registration, a female that works there that wanted to come with their
mom, they could bring them to the class."
Based on previous participant feedback, the free class is now held in
a one-day, nine-hour session with about 25 participants in the fall and the
spring, Johnson said.
'The motto behind RAD is 'defense against abduction,"' Johnson
said.

Although there are many
resources ... the number
one provider of your
safety is you ...
Erik Zimmerma n
Student Body President

•

••
••
It's Time for Your Child's
Developmental Screening!
If your child is between 3-5 years of age,
and resides in IL, regardless of school
district boundaries, your child qualifies for a
FREE developmental screening.
This screening will give you a picture of
your child's overall development and is
delivered in a fun, small group setting.

If your child qualifies, a FREE half-day
Pre-K program will be offered, and no
9ommitment is necessary to participate in
the screening.
This service made possible through funding from the Illinois
State Board of Education's Early.Childhood Block Grant.

Nurturing and Educating
Our Community's Children
Since 1996

Cal! or Email Today to
lnqmre or Register Your
Child's Screening

••• ••

Upcoming Screening
Schedule

•

Wed., July 18 • 2-4 pm
Wed., Aug. 8. 9:30-11:30 am
Wed., Sept. 12 - 9:30-11 :30 am

618-659-1438

Early~xplorationsEducation@gmail.com

RAD i.t1Structors tead1 a series of self-defense moves, but encourage
participants not to engage attackers. Johnson said those interested do not
have to be physically fit to participate because everyone no matter the size
or shape can learn valuable techniques and tactics.
"Everyone comes in thinking that they're going to kick someone's
rear end and walk away knowing karate, but really it's to teach them a
few moves to give them a few extra seconds when under attack," Johnson
said.
At the end of the session, one of the i.t1Structors will put on a headto-toe padded suit and allow participants to use whatever means necessary
to escape a mock attack, while the other dm:e instructors supervise closely
Johnson said insm1ctors often receive letters from participants after taking
me course saying d1ey feel the course instilled more confidence in them.
Among the more recent RAD session participants is accounting professor Susan Murray. She said she became aware of the class from an email.
Murray learned teclmiques that helped her overcome fears associated wim
the possibility of an attack.
"It was a great experience that I would recommend e\'ery fi.:male [to
take ,llh antage of]," Murray said .
According to Jolmson, the uni\·ersit\· has nor had the chance to certin·
ofticers to teach the male oriented RAJ) cl.1ss, so cum:nth this progr,u{1
is offered sold~ to tcnulcs. Due to tlus, insm1crors recon~11e11d th; p.1rtic1panD do not pr.1etice tcchniqm:s with their male p.utners, friends or
rcbm cs, other.\·1sc counn.·r moYes 1..~m be ,KlJllin.:d if males become prnY
to the spn:1tic dcknse rcgimen ofthc course. Johmon 1s hopeful dut in
thc fim1re, SI UE will be ablc ofter the C< 1ursc fi >r .1 malc audience ,1s "di.
"I'm going to be .1 faculty tell< m Ii >r die housing office for this upcommg ye;1r, including se\"eral buildings in Cougar Village, ,md I pLm on
talking to each and c\"ery female in my group and encow-age dm11 to join
the September class," Murray said.
A :.mart move for any individual on campus or otherwise is to not
walk at night ,vithout letting someone know where you are or where \ 'OU
~~
.
.
"Don't absentmindedly walk alone at night because, although there
are many resources offered by the univcrsit)~ like escorts and the emergency blue light poles, the number one provider of your safet)' is you,"
Zimmerman said.
Robyn Kirsch can be reached at rkirsch@alestlelive.com or 65)..3527.
Follow @RobynKirsch.
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'A safe place to ask questions'
LEXI CORTES
Alestje Managing Editor

The Moth Resource Area
The Math Resource Area can assist students with classwork as well as in future endeavors, according to Mary Lou Wlodarek,
who has coordinated the tutoring for 13 years.
"It helps build confidence in the students," Wlodarek said. "It's a safe place to ask
guestions."
Wlodarek said the Math Resource Area
has become "one-stop shopping" because students can come in on a walk-in basis to receive
a sistance with math, science and business.
Two math and two science tutors are typically
on duty, according to Wlodarek.
"My business tutors also do math and actually most of my science tutors do the math
also," Wlodarek said. "Our primary volume of
tudents is still math. The science we see the
mo t is d1emistry and physics because it's
numbers-related. The business is accow1ting
and econ because those are your nwnber-related courses."
Wlodarek said the Math Resource Arca is
often home to repeat customers. She and the
tutor get to know these students very well,
like one nontraditional student who received
help for years while trying to pass college algebra.
"He came by my office at the beginning
of the swnmer to let me know he's graduating,
but he couldn't have done it without the Math
Resource Area, because if he didn't get
through college algebra, he would have never
been able to declare his major," Wlodarek said .
"He can still name the tutors who worked
with him, even though it's been a few years
now. That's kind of exciting when you hear

Senior physics major Johnathan Tate, of Chicago, said Moring at the Math Resource Area
has helped prepare him for a future In teaching.

those positive stories."
Senior physics major Johnathan Tate, of
Chicago, said he wishes more students would
come to the Math Resource Area for help if
they are having nouble getting through a class.
"I think for some reason it's really hard to
ask for help because it's always assumed that if
you're asking for help that something is
wrong," Tate said. "It can honestly just be that
you need someone to say, 'You got it. You just
need to keep going.' Sometimes it's not that
you have a lack of W1derstanding; it's that you
have a lack of confidence."
Besides tutoring, the Math Resource Area

I
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also offers calculators for students to check out

if they show their IDs. Wlodarek said they also
have solution manuals for use in the lab.

Testing Services
Katie Green, business and adniinistrative
associate for Testing Services, said the most
beneficial things they offer students are proficiency tests. The tests give students the opportunity to earn credit in a course with which
they are already familiar, without actually attending or paying tuition for the class.
"Sw dents cannot have received a grade in
the course, even a W on their transcript, in

order to be eligible to take the out-of-class proficiency," Green said. "If they just stop by our
office, we give them a fon11 that they can take
to Textbook Services and rent the course materials to study from before they take the test."
If students are not happy wid1 the grade
they receive on d1e out-of:class proficiency test,
Green said they always have die option of enrolling in the class to get a new grade to replace
the one on d1eir transcript.
In-class proficiency tests are also offered
through Testing Services, which are for students who have already paid the m.ition but
they feel they understand the material well
enough to test out of the course.
''You could talk to your professor about
if they offer an in-class proficiency [exam], and
they'll give you kind of what' equivalent to
the final exam," Green said. "If you pass it, you
just don't have to come back to class for the
rest of the semester. Whatever grade you get
on that test is the grade you get for d1e
course."
Green said in addition to the proficiency
tests, students can also proctor their tests from
other universities for a fee of $20.
'That h as actually picked up a lot recently," Green said. 'There are a lot of SIUE
students_ who are taking online courses
through other institutions and then transferring their credits back here. A lot of times they
do need to have their test taken at a proctoring
environment and we can do that here."
While the proficiency tests and proctoring
opportWlities are helpful to students in any
rnajoi; Green said Testing Services sees nursing
students most freq uently.
'They have to take an adniission test in

fl Planned Parenthood' I WE'RE
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Committed to the SIUE community; its past, present and future.

. Open to other points of view.

~

~:. U tnited in school spirit and pride.
, Grateful for the privilege and the opportunities of higher education.
Accepting of classmates as colleagues and equals.
Respectful of the rights of others.

Welc me BACK!
While you've been away
Your new Pita Pit is open and ready for you!
Fresh Thinking Healthy Eating on a whole new level
Find us at
.p· apitcom and friend us on Facebook

located at Edwardsville Crossing
iust minutes from campus
at 215 Harvard Drive

Fill out an Online Application

Open until 3 a.m. on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
in September with Delivery
Call us at 618-655-9915 or order online!
It's that easy.
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Approval will take
approximately 24 hours
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Welcome SIUE Students!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
Mr. Michael Porch at 618-650-2500, email to rotc@slue.edu, or visft: qoarmy.com/rotc/s137
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Endless possibilities for student organizations
Get involved on campus no matter your interests or skil ls
JOHN LAYTON
Alestle Sports Editor
Whether students want to
climb to the to p of the business
world or just to the top of a cliff face,
d1ere is a student organizatio n for
them.
Wid1 more than 200 student
gro ups, there are plenty of options
for students to get involved on cam pus.
Kimmel Leadership Center Director Steve Sperotto said srudcnt
groups cover everything from professional groups to sports clubs and
beyond.
'We have academic clubs,
which are usually tied to an academic discipline, like d1e Chemistry
Club," Sperotto said. "We have religious groups. Then we have special
interest groups that aren't tied to any
academic discipline. For example,
the Chess Club or some dance
groups. They just like to dance.
They're not tied to the dance department."
Whatever a student's interest
may be, Sperotto said he believes
there are many good reasons why
students should get involved in organizations on campus.
''First of all, it bonds you to the
in ti.tuti.on," Sperotto said. "Students who have an investment at an
institution of ti.me, energy and their
spirit are more likely to persist and
graduate."
Sperotto said being an active
member of a group also allows students to meet other students and
create long lasting friendships, meet
professors and other members of the
university and to develop many dif.
ferent skills.

"It's an opportunity to get to
know faculty and staff members outside of the classroom, develop networks, develop your resume,"
Sperotto said. "It's an opportunity
for you to gain leader hip and professional skills, which you may not
be able to gain through employ1nent."
Student Body President Erik
Zinlmerman said the best thing smdent organizations provide is an oncampus commwlity.
"By joining a student organization, you're going to make friends,
make connections, and they're going
to be people who you're going to be
friends with throughout college,"
Zinlmerman said. ''For me, my best
friends are in Student Government."
Students who want to take advantage of me student organizations
on campus should first stop by the
Student Organization Activities Fair.
Michelle Welter, assistant director of the Kimmel Leadership Center, said the fair runs Aug. 27-28 in
the Goshen Loooge and is the only
ti.me, aside from the spring fair, that
all student groups will be in one
spot.
"Students can learn about a
wide variety of student organizations at that ti.me," Welter said. "Students can literally go from one
booth to the next and learn about
dozens of organizations."
Welter said me fair is me best
way for students to begin to get involved on campus. However, mere
are still other options.
"They can always visit me Kimmel website where there's a list of all
the student organizations with a
small description about each one,"

STUDENTS SEEKING OFFICIAL RECOGNITION AS ANEW STUDENT ORGANIZATION SHOUl.D MEET
STUDENT NEEDS THAT A~ CURRENTl.Y NOT 13EING MET ~y ANY OTHER RSO.
AMINIMUM OF TH~ OF~ AND AVE EN~OU£t> SIUE STUPENT ~ Al<E
REQUIRED TO APPLY FOR RECOGNITION.

Welter said.
Sperotto said the workers at the
Kimmel office will help students
who come in as well. He also said
the fraternity and sorority recruitment week, which beings on Sept.
10, is another opportunity some students may be interested .in.
Despite me available options,
mere may still be cases in wruch srudents find there is not an existing
group that suits their interests.
In that case, Welter said students can start meir own groups. To
start a group, a student must have
five other students sign a form stating they are interested in the group
and would join, men fill out a few
forms that outline me goals of the
organization and a constitution
must be drafted.
''We help them through the

process," Welter said. "Once they
subnlit all of that initial stuff, they go
to the Student Government Student
Organization Advisory Board,
where they begin to review their
constitution."
Welter said it usually takes a few
meetings to get the constimtions the
way they should be, but once it is
ready, the group goes before SG for
final approval.
One of the prerequisites for creating an organization is mat there is
no other group like it already in existence. If there is, Welter said they
encourage the smdent to get involved with me existing group. Another situation is some groups may
exist, but be inactive.
''If so, we can help them get the
information and restart that group,"
Welter said.

Almough becoming a member
of a group will give students their
own ex¥riences and opportunities,
non-members can benefit from student organizations as well.
According to Zin1merman,
when groups bring events and
speakers to campus, they help bring
a sense of life to campus.
''Wimout [the organizations] ,
students wouldn't really have areason to stay on campus," Zimmerman said. "I think that the
organizations and the events they
bring are sort of what bring our students here and keep our students
here and make students like SIUE
because me acadenlics alone isn't
going to keep a student here."
John Layton can be reached at
Jlayton@o/estlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follow @ohnm/ayton.
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More than parties:
DAVID PRUITT
A/estle Reporter
Greek organizations provide a broad
range of opportunities for any student who
wants to maximize his or her college experience. Greek Life Coordinator John Davenport said he encourages students to get
involved.
"It is also a really good way to meet other
people, and you can meet them much quicker
than you can in other environments." Davenport said. "Not only do you all of a sudden
have people in your own organization, but
you're going to meet people from the other
organizations."
Contrary to movie portrayal, Greek Life
involves more than just partying. Davenport
said srudents can take whatever they want out
of their experiences.
''What I learned when I first joined my
fraternity is that you get out of it what you
put into it and then usually more. If you're
somebody who just shows up to meetings,
wears the T-shirt and comes to the parties,
you're going to make friends, you're going to
have a good time, but it's probably not really
going to develop you," Davenport said.
"But there is a lot of opportunity for
leadership in fraternity and sororities because
they have a lot of different offices. If you step
up and apply yourself in those, you can get a
lot of very good experience."
Davenport said holding an office position in a Greek organization is similar to running a business and could offer immeasurable
life experience and connections.
According to David Hamilton, Sigma
Phi Epsilon member and Greek Council president and student trustee, being involved in
Greek life has helped him mature and establish real life credentials.
"There are so many people that have the
same statistics as you on paper, and really
when it comes down to getting a job or getting in grad school you're just a statistic,"
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Greek hfeen-hanCes experience

Hamilton said. "You have to have something
on that resume that puts you above and beyond just your GPA."
Collegiate Panhellenic Council President
Kali Fugua said Alpha Phi has helped her establish discipline in her studies.
''It has taught me time management and
how to study. We are required to do study
hours and keep our grades at a certain grade
point average," Fugua said. "It has given me
the motivation to do well in school, and it has
also given me a social life."
According to Fugua, Greek Life also
made the transition to college life easier.
- ''I came to college not knowing anyone.

I joined the sorority, and not only did I meet
a bunch of new girls, I met a bunch of new
guy friends," Fugua said.
Davenport said one of the other benefits
of Greek Life is that it gives students a chance
to get involved with philanthropy and community service. One of the bigger charities
Greek Life has been a part of is the Up 'til
Dawn national fundraiser for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital in Memphis.
This last year the campaign raised
$34,000, and although the fundraiser was initiated on campus by the Greek organizations,
it is open to the entire student body. This
year's Up 'til Dawn will be held in November

· in the Student Activity Center of the Student
Fimess Center.
Greek organizations will start the fall semester with the Annual Foam Party on Aug.
25 and the Phi Kappa Psi's Glow Party on
Sept. 6. The fraternity rush information night
is also Sept. 6, and the sorority mixer and ice
cream social will follow Sept. 8.
These events all lead up to Rush Week.
For the fraternities, rush runs Sept. 10 -14,
and the sororities recruit Sept. 10 -15.
David PruiH can be reached at
dpruitt@Jalestlelive.com or 650-3527. Follow
@OavidPruitt4.

Greek organizations host many events on campus throughout the school year, including the Delta Lambda Phi Drag Show.

I
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order robe accepted into the progran1, and they will do that in our office,"
Green said. "111e testing rw1S from usually October through Febma.t")( They'll
be able to do that shortly through our website, be able to register to take it.

The Writing Center
Writing Center Coordinator Chad Verbais said the services offered in
the Writing Center are beneficial to smdents no matter the discipline or field
they are studying.
"A writing center has been in existence in some form on this campus
since the early '70s," Verbais said. "So almost since the beginning of the university, they've recognized the importance of a writing center, and I think
that's great."
The Writing Center set up a help desk in Lovejoy Library last year to
assist students with their writing questions in IO-minute sessions. Verbais
said it was very successful because that's typically where students are when
they are working on papers. The help desk will be continued in the fall semester.
"We're right there on the first floor" Verbais said. 'We're in the computer area and they really like being able to come over and ask questions. It's
just a couple days a week, though, Tuesdays and Wednesdays we're there."
Verbais said they want students to proofread ahead of time and then
ask questions about the areas they arc most concerned with.
"\Vc'll answer your specific questions, but we're not going to go through
the p,1pcr ;md find C\ cry comma error th,1t you h,wc or circle ,lll of your conn-,1etions tl1at nm'rc tr~111g to get rid ot~" \erb,tis s,1id. "\Ve'll sh( 1\\ you some
cumplcs of th,1t and then talk to you .1bout the proper nilcs of gr,,mmar.
Yi>u'll han: to go tlmmgh the paper ,md find the rest on your own."
According to \'i:rbais, tl1e hope is that ,,·hen srudcnts walk out of the
\\'tiring Center they h,1Ye not only sn-engtl1ened their paper, but also tl1eir
skills as ,1 \Htter fi.>r tl1c furure.
"I think 1t\ 1mport,111t for smdcnt, to k.t1m, tlut we n:,1ll y want to focus
on tl1e writer," Verbais said. "We're going to look at the paper, obviously ...
but we ,, ant to give you tools to be successful in ,ill yo ur classes. The lessons
you learn about an English paper can be applied in sociology or psychology
or engineering as well."
Appointments can be made at the Writing Center up to a week in advance.
"The first couple of weeks you could probably walk in and see somebody, but as the semester progresses we do get busier and busier," Verbais
said.
Lexi Cortes can be reached at acortes@alestlelive.com or650-3527. Follow
@exi_ cortes.

Just 4Lau hs Pre ents:
Ty Barnett
SEEN ON
LAST COMIC

MUC Meridian Ballroom
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A place for meditation, prayer or just hanging out
The Center for Spirituality and Sustainability welcomes student visits
ROGER STARKEY
Alestle Reporter

Standing under the geodesic
dome that defines the Center for
Spirituality and Sustai.nabilit)~ one
can locate Edwardsville on the
dome's globe, alongside an exhaust
fan.
The dome is the result of collaboration between architect hoji
Sadao and geodesic dome inventor
R . Buckminster Fu.lier. The view
from inside the dome is representative of what it would look like if the
earth was viewed from its core.
The center, previously known
as the Religious Center, was comp leted in 1971. TI1e centn is
owned by the Committee of the
Center for Spirituality and ustainability, who lea e · the land from

SilJE.
Junior finance major P an
Cluphf, of Maryville, expressed the
thoughts many on campus have
about the geodesic dome.
"I think it looks really cool,"
Cluphf said.
According to George Henderson, board member on the Committee of the Center for Spirituality
and Sustainability, the original purpose of the center was to provide a
religious outlet for tudents.
When the building opened,
there were six ministries fro m six
different religions that rented space.
"O ver the years, some of the

ministries fell on tough financial
times and they left the center,"
Henderson said.
As a result of those departures,
the center came tmder financial
threat several years ago.
The
Friends of the Religious Center was
created to preserve the building.
According to Henderson, the
groups fimdraising efforts may have
been hampered by the center's
name.
''The word 'religion' wasn't received well by some ymmger people so, we thought about Fuller's
devotion to sustainability and
changed the name to the Center for
pirituality and Sustainabilit);"
Henderson said .
TI1e center offers a meditation
room , free fair trade coffee and tea,
a student office with computer and
a kitchen with a microwave. T he
center can be rented for church
services, weddings, memo rial services, showers, baptisms or m eetings.
Roman Catholic Mass is held
Sunday at 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. and
Monday through Thursday at 5
p.m. The Red Cedar Circle, a community group, gathers monthly for
prayer and song in the Native
American tradition of the northwest coast known as Si.Si.WISS.
The Catholic Campus Ministry is now the only permanent resident of the center. The Rev. Paul
Kala recently took over the min-

istry. The center i open from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through
Frida); but Kala accepts appointments after the center is do ed.
"I am excited to be assigned to
the minis~~" Kala said. "I am looking forward to working with young
people here as well as the faculty
and staff"
Kala provides a variety of spir-

itual services for students, facu.lry
and staff of all denominations.
There are now regular
fundraisers to help support the center. The remainder of the center's
income is gained through renting
pace.
Information about the center
is posted at siue.edu/ religion.
However, Henderson said the web-

site is in the process of being updated and does not have a ·d1edule
of events. The best way to learn
about events is the sign outside the
building.

Roger Starkey con be reached at
rstorkey@olestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Follow @rogerj_ storkey.

The Center for Spiritualtty and Sustainablltty Is the only place on campus where Coca-Cola products are
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available.
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Four not-so-typical locations uncovered by area-Dative
LINDSEY OYLER
Alestle Copy Editor

People can Google some guiclc words, for instance, "activities + St. Louis + entertamment," and a whole array of ideas will pop up on a computer screen as if summoned by the tourism
gods. However, when the list includes visiting the Arch, going to Forest Park and seeing a Cardinals game, I can't help but let out a sigh of frustration.
So here it is, an wilisted items of college-age entertainment. They're hidden, difficult to get to unless you've traveled the Metro-East in search for something else, only to stumble upon these
things along the way However, their true treasures are what draw people back. You just have to know where to look in the first place.

-----~

Savanna Rasmussen and E.C. Seals, of Blue Springs, Mo., shop the vintage

I

sweaters at the Baleout.

Photo by Kalin Haydon/ Alestle

Nascar Speedpark

It's right next to the busy highway, but you have to drive all the way
around to the baclc of the St. Louis Mills before it is even visible. However,
it possesses five acres oflaser tag, rock climbing, arcade games and, of course,
Nascar-esgue racing games. With several racing tracks, one being a two-level
indoor track, it supplies for all the demands of competitive-natured college
students and their families on visiting weekends.
Mike Konderla, general manager of the St. Louis Nascar Speedpark,
said the events held at the park include birthday parties and professional
events and tend to make every participant have some fun behind the gocarts.

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL INCLUDES:
-MEMORY FOAM MATTRESS
-FREE FOUNDATION
-FREE SET OF 800 THREAD COUNT SHEETS
-FREE MATTRESS PROTECTOR
-( 2} FREE M EMORY FOAM PI LLOWS
2326 TROY ROAD EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
Or visit MattressSourceSTL.com for other locations!

"You can take a 60-year-old, a SO-year-old, doesn't matter their gender,
their race, their age - they're all big kids when they come around those corners," Konderla said.
Head of Sales and Marketing Erin Jackson said the park has worked
closely with SIUE groups in the past, as well as local community groups,
and the non-alcohol atmosphere is gcx:xi for a family-friendly event. Jackson
said the atmosphere promotes the fi.m .
"You can't really be awkward and uncomfortable while you're pla)fog
laser tag," Jackson said .
Lola bar

The bar itself is rccot:,rnizcd all over the Internet, but what we're focusing
on is what Lola hosts on a monthly basis. Its building design lures people in
and the drinks menu makes them want to Sta); but what you don't know is
that an underground culture makes a monthly appearance at this very bar in
STLI pg. 24

Dr. Kathryn Followell
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the night.
The Gaslamp Cabaret is one glimpse of steampunk culture in St. Louis,
meeting up the last Tuesday of every month from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
According to the Internet (meetup.com), the event calls for music, absinthe cocktails and attire deemed suitable for the sci-fi era. The cover charge
is only $3 per person. Drinks and food are exrra ..
The Baleout

Request your pocket-sized
MCT Trails Map by completing
the online " Request Form" at:

M,:- :Madison County Transit

• mcttrails.org
• facebook.com/ mcttrails

It's hidden among the business of the City Museum itself, in between
the recycled stamps and winding stairwells. You actually have to travel up to
the fourth floor to even enter. The workers do not tell you about it and if
you miss the discreet sign next to the elevator, you will not even know this
vintage clothing shop is there.
Employee Ashley Hohman said college students are not the only ones
attracted to this place due to the affordability and style of vintage clothing.
"With a place like this, it's very diverse because you have the general
public coming in to go to the museum, and then they just see this place.
That happens a lot," Hohman said. "Today there was a family in. You could
tell that everyone in the family was very into vintage clothing, so this place
was just mind-blowing to them. That's always a treat ...when they just stumble upon it."
Hohman said the Baleout is a secret spot for some. What some customers do not know is how the place came to be.
''Everything that is in the Baleout comes from super-compressed bales
of clothing that weighs as much as a car," Hohman said. 'They were all saved
from going into a landfill. Giovanna Cassilly [wife of the late City Museum
founder] bought all of these bales of clothes as her project within the musewn. It's just a lot of amazing, vintage clothing. A lot of these bales haven't
been opened since the '80s .. .we see what we can salvage."
According to Hohman, each bale takes approximately a week to process
and salvage.
Nara Cafe & Hookah Lounge

IIL~

Madison County Transit

It's sandwiched between a tattoo shop and a fitness center.
It's cool for college students because you do not have to spend money
in two places for food and a place to hang out.
The list of shisha flavors takes up its own menu, apart from the food. It
includes premium, exotic and royal premium flavors. You can mix and match
shisha per table along with some food.
Not only does it have hookah, food and social entertainment, but belly
dancers visit the location on Fridays and Saturdays.
Lindsey Oyler can be reached at loyler@olestle/ive.com or 650-3527. Follow
@LindseyRockstor.
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Located in the Morris University Center
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Fast Facts
l
A\ in, NCAA Division I. SIUE
Athletics arc fullv certified at the
D -1 level as of Aug. 2.

2
Two sports will start their next
season with new head coaches:
ony Stoecklin is the new bascb
coach and Paula Buscher i the
new women's basketball coach.

18
SIUE will have 18 teams competing for postseason berths once
again.
SIUE saw one of the largest crowds ever at a men's basketball game when Murray State came to the Vadalabene Center on Jan. 21. Red Storm con tributed to the size of the crowd , and President Colin RIiey is looking to do more this year: 'Every other year we are playing Carbondale, and I would
like to start getting buses for people to go down there.'

12
Student-athletes at SIUE have
earned an average 3.0 GPA or
better in 12 straight semesters.

In 2011-12, the srudent-athletes
had an average 3.181 GPA, the
highest in history for the athletics
program.

Alestle file photo

Red Storm rising: Bring out your red
DAVID PRUITT
Alestle Rep orter

3.181

I

If you are burning with team
spirit and cannot resist a chance
to paint your face, then you need
to join Red Storm.
Red Storm is the official

booster club for SIUE sports,
and its members take their responsibility seriously.
Junior business major Colin
Riley, of Moline, is the Storm's
pres ident and coordinates all the
booster clubs activities.
"We get people amped up

6
SIUE had six teams listed in the
op 10 percent of all D- I program
for Academic Progres Rate.

1,212
Men's t ,,skethall senior forward
M.1rk frlm ich h,,s srnre<l 1,212
point\ m 80 career .,,,mes.

13,976
The men's occcr tc,1111 had plenty
of support from fans in 2011-12,
eeing 13,976 in overall attendance.
This helped put the team in the top
25 ofNCAA D-I soccer programs
in terms of average attendance.

1,028
Former baseball Head Coach
Gary Collins finished with 1,028
wins in hi 34-year career, the
most of any SIUE coach.

Eddie the Cougar and Red Storm helped Inspire the men's basketball
team against Murray State on Jan 21.

I

Alestle file photo

and excited for the season," Riley
said.
Last year, Red Storm was instrumental in getting SIUE
ranked 25 in the NCAA for attendance at soccer matches, and
made a strong appearance at the
sold out, nationally televised
Murray State basketball game.
''We usually choose the event
based on the match-up," Riley
said. "And this year, our soccer
schedule is really tough. I think
six of our games arc against
teams that have been in the top
25 in the nation."
Although the Storm primarily attends home games, Riley
would like to look into expanding to some of the closer away
games.
" Every o ther year we are
going to be playi ng Carbondale
[in bas ketball], and I would li ke
to start getting buses for people
to go down there. T rhmk rh,tt
would be a really coc ,l riv,1!11; especially ·ince it is 011h an hour
and a half away," Riley said.
"Last vca r the soccer team finishing in the top 25 for attendance,
and that was ki nd of like a pat on
the back fo r us, letting us kn ow
we arc doing a good job."
It is not just the major sport
teams that benefit from the
Storm's support. Red Storm adviser Mason Glick, assistant athletic director of Sales and
Marketing, said they will supply
support to any team that needs
help.
''We try to highlight events,"
Glick said . "Students can find us
on Facebook and the college

website. We post upcoming
sports events and try to keep the
smdents informed.''
Red Storm ofters students a
chance to network with fellow
students and get involved with
campus life while cheering on
their favorite teams .
The club often provides
many promotional items to students who come out and support
the Cougars.
Due to the construction on
campus Red Storm does not
currently have an official office.
Riley said he is currently working
out o f his apartment and is looking for ways to make sure tl1c
club is available to students.
'' We don't have an office
right now and, we are wo rking
on an eas ier way to find us,"
R iley s.1id. "It is ki nd of hard to
na\ igate o n t he STU E websi te .
So, I really "ant to get something on STU ECougars.com."
Bung ,1 crazed fan is not the
only qualification for Red Storm.
They arc also looking for volunteers to grill at pep rall ies and
tailgating events, hand o ut promotional items, work recrm ttng
tables and spread the wo rd
around campus.
Anyone looking to participate in the Red Storm can find
more information by contacting
Co lin Riley at criley@siue.edu,
visit siue.edu/ redstorm, search
Red Storm on Facebook or folTwitter
low
them
on
@SIUeRedStorm .
David Pruitt can be reached at
dprultf@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follow David @DavidPru/ff4.
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Rule 35: If it exists, the SFC probably offers it
With everything from baske tba ll a nd belly dancing to we ight rooms a nd
Zurnba c lasses, students can find something to enjoy while staying in shape
ROGER ST AR KEY
Alestle Reporter

The Student Fitness Center is
the ideal place for students to work
off stress, stay in shape or socialize
over a smoothie.

Student Fitness Center Director Mick Ostrander said he wants
students to take advantage of the facility that is free for them.
''We know that if students are
more actively engaged, they tend to
stick with their studies better," Os-

trander said. ''We hope they can
find a balance between their academic endeavors and time outside
of class."
Junior elementary education
major Carley Pfleger, of Pontiac,
uses the Student Fitness Center

often.
"Everything is new and clean,
and it's free," Pfleger said.
The Student Fitness Center
has five hardwood multipurpose
courts for basketball, volleyball or
badminton and a multipurpose

court for roller hockey, soccer, tennis, basketball or volleyball. There
are two fitness and strength rooms
with strength and cardio equipment as well as a free weight room.
Students can also find a Spin
studio for cycling classes, a oneeighth mile rubberized indoor
track, a bouldering cave for rock
climbing and a food service area.
The attached Vadalabene Center contains an indoor pool, a rock
climbing gym, three racquetball
courts and two activity rooms. Students can also play table tennis and
enjoy the dry saunas in each locker
room.
Chimega's bouldering cave,
named for the first Cougar mascot,
is entering its second year of service. Tucked away on the west side
of the Student Fiene s Center, behind the basketball courts, the bouldering cave was added to
accommodate rock climbers any
time the Student Fitness Center is
open. The rock climbing gym must
be manned at all times and is open
only four hours per day.
The Student Fitness Center is
also home to intranmral spons.
Students can register and pay online for intramural sports by visiting
the Campus Recreation website at
siue.edu/crec.
Facult)~ staff and students who
do not want to take the do-ityourself approach to their Student
Fitness Center experience can take
advantage of personal trainers and
group fitness classes.

Students burn calories during a Total Exhaust class, which is a combination of strength and cardiovascular training. Fitness Programs Coordinator
Chelsea Bradle y said the group classes offer a good workout for people of all fitness levels.
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Club sports give casual athletes an outlet
DAVID PRUITT
Alestle Reporter

For students looking to stay
active and meet other like-minded
people, club sports could be the
answer.
The club sports program is a
collection of competitive and
recreational sporting organizations. The clubs are student-run
entities and cover everything from
individual activities, like cycling,
to full-team sports, like football.
Assistant Director for Recreational Programs Keith Becherer
said it is an excellent way to enhance students college experience.
"The biggest thing is the
clubs. Like any student organization, it's their entity, it's their organization," Becherer said. "They
are the student leaders making the
decisions and dealing with conflict
resolution, managing budgets and
developing leadership skills. It's
real life experiences that they're
getting."
According to Becherer, the
clubs also bring a level of excitement to the campus and provide
opportunities for non-varsity ath-_.
letes.
"Ifwe have 30 clubs and they
arc all doing two, three activities a
year, whether it's a tourllament or
a home game, that is providing
dozen , if not hundreds of oppor-

tunities that we as the department
couldn't necessarily do all on our
own," Becherer said. "They're
providing those numerous other
opportunities for students to either participate or spectate as
well."
Any student enrolled in at
least one class is eligible to play
club sports, and there are currently
33 clubs to choose from. However, each team is responsible for
determining its own membership
requirements. Becherer said it is
easy for students to get involved,
and if they cannot find a club that
interests them, tl1ey can start their
own.
According to Becherer, information on intramural and club
sports can be found during Welcome Week and there is a list of
every club on our web site or at
anytime they can stop into the intramural club sports office in the
Student Fitness Center.
Although SIUE subsidizes
the clubs, participants may have to
pay additional expenses. These
fees cover officiating crews, equipment and travel expenses. For this
reason, some of the clubs are free
and others, like hockey, have dues
upward of $1,500.
_ "There are some clubs that
don't charge, and basically, the allocation that they get from the
Club Council or Student Govern-

ment pays for their whole year,"
Becherer said. "You have other
clubs, like the Ice Hockey Club for
instance, tl1at runs on an $85,000
budget just because of ice time, officials and travel. It's an expensive
sport and therefore they have to
offset that with fundraisers and
player dues."
SIUE clubs have not only

provided students with extracurricular activity, but some are starting
to
achieve
national
recognition. This past year, the
Club Hockey team found itself
one game away from going to nationals, the Bass Master's fishing
team won the FLW College Fishing Central Conference tournament on Lake Shelbyville, and

Women's Club Basketball won
back-to-back national championships.
''The neat thing is we started
dedicating a lot of resources to
club sports program about 10
years ago, and the goal was to
continue to enhance campus life
CLUB SPORTS
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One of the many club sports, Club Football plays against club teams from other schools, such as Ohio State.
This need to travel is one of the reasons Assistant Director for Rec reational Programs Keith Becherer said player
dues are necessary.

I
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Sessions with a certified personal trainer can be arranged for an
individual or a group of up to four.
Packages include one, three, five
and 10 sessions. Prices start at $20
for one person for one session.
Fimess Programs Q)()rdinator
Chelsea Bradley said people of all
fimess level~ can get a good workout at any of the group classel> offered at the Student Fimess Center.
"All of the irutructors arc certified and arc able to adjust every exercise based on the fitness level of
each p,1rticipam in the class,"
Brad.lev said.
Of the 22 classes offered this
fall, everal new classes will be ino:oduced, including Spinning Yoga,
which is half yoga, half Spinning
and high intensirv intef\'al training
which promises a.full bodv workou;
and a good sweat.
·
All group classes except be!Jy
dancing are free for SIUE nidents.
Pre-registration and a S10 fee arc
required for anyone wishing learn
the art of belly dancing. Schedules
for all classes can be found on the
Campus Recreation website.
The Wellness Center in the
Student Fimess Center offer programs to help individuals focus on
making healthy lifestyle choices and
achieve their fitness goals.
Students can get a fitness assessment at the center, which consists of a body composition test and
assessments for cardio fitness,
trength and flexibility. The as es ment is free to SIUE students. Students can also take advantage of
fimess consultations, weight room

orientations and injury consultation
programs through the We!Jness
Center.
Fitness consultations are individual sessions with a per ona1
trainer who will walk students
through goals, healthy habits and
how to get motivated. The sessions
last about 30 minutes and are free
for students. Injury consultations
are with an athletic trainer and cost
$10.
All services must be scheduled
at the Wellness Center. Appointments typically take place 48 hours
after they are scheduled.
Anyone who wants to relive
U.S. Olymr;c swimming glory can
do so in the 25-yard swimming
pool. Private swimming lessons can
also be arranged. A five-session
package costs $50 for students and
a seven-session package is $65_.
According to Ostrander, the
Student Fimess Center offers a divein movie once per semester. For the
dive-in movie, a projection screen is
set up on one end of the pool.
Movie viewers hop on inner tubes
and float around the pool while the
movie plays.
"The dive-in movies are a nice
crossover event because it also appeals to children of students and
staff," Ostrander said.
Snidents can rent full-size lockers in the locker rooms or get a
smaller storage locker for free. Fullsize day lockers are also available.
Ostrander encourages students to
bring their own locks to ensure
their belongings remain safe.
Roger Starkey can be reached at
rstarkey@alesttellve.com or 650-3524.
Follow Roger@rogetj_starkey.
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SFC hours of
operation
Monday-Thursday:

6 a .m.-11 p .m.
Friday

6 a .m.-1 0 p.m.
Saturday

9 a.m.-9 p.m,
Sunday

12 p.m.-1 o p.m.

Pool h~urs of
operation

Growing close to your teammates and making friends for life Is one of the
benefits of club sports, Women's Club Basketball Captain Kelly Korza

Monday-Friday:

6:15 a .m.-8:15 a.m.

CLUB SPORTS

11 :30 a .m. -1 :30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday

12 p .m.-3 p.m.
6 p .m .-8:30 p .m.

Climbing gym
hours of operation
Monday-Friday:

5 p .m .-9 p .m.
Saturday

12 p .m.-4 p .m.

I Aiestle file photo
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and give oppornmities," Becherer
said.
Women's club basketball captain Kelly Korza, of Springfield,
said she feels the clubs offer students a chance to work on their
leadership skills, network and
make lifelong friends.
"They are some of the best
friends I have ever made," Korza
said. "You are forming these
friendships that last the rest of
your lifetime and they become
your best friend . You're with
them all of the time and you share
the same interest."
Bass Masters President Zack
Hartnagel said the club has allowed him to do what he loves

and hopes to one day have the opporninity to fish for a living.
The clubs fij] the void between loose, low competitive fun
of intramural sports and the intense life of playing for varsity
teams. Club Football President
Matt Malak said club sports can be
beneficial and students should take
advantage while they can.
"You can play intranmral or
do anything you want with your
friends, but this is an outlet for
you to express yourself in other
ways that you thought might not
be possible," Malak said.
For more information about
club sports, call 618-650-3242.
David Pruitt can be reached at
dprultt@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follow David @DavidPruitt4.

At SIUE Credit Union, we don t give you a hug or a
home-cooked meal, but we offer you something
almost as good: Individualized service from an
experienced staff!
1

• Competitive interest rates on Savings accounts, IRA accounts and Certificates
• Mortgage, Vehicle and Signature Loans
• Online Banking and Bill Pay
• Checking accounts designed to meet your needs
• Payroll Deduction
• Direct Deposit
• Visa Credit and Debit cards
• 24 hour ATM at 480 University Park Dr.

We are proud of our reputation as afull-service
institution. We've stood the test of time by
offering quality financial products to the SIUE
Community since 1959.
Stop by and talk to us!

s1ue
Credit Union

1566 Lewis Road • Box 1069 • Edwardsville, IL 62026

618.650.3760 • www.siuecu.org
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Five seniors who helped the women's so c cer team go 4-5 and finish sixth in the OVC last year are gone. Head Coach Derek Burton and his staff are hoping to see more from some of the
underclassmen on the team: 'It's reasonable to expect even more from them this year. They know the coaching staff feels that way.' I Ales tie file photo

Promising 2011 leads to higher expectations
One yea r aft er missing out on the OVC Tournament due to inel ig ibility, women's soccer looks to make its mark on the 2012 postseason
ROGER STARKEY
Alestle Reporter
---

A year after finishing with a
record that would have qualified
them for postseason play, the SIUE
women's soccer team is even more
motivated to succeed.

-

The Cougars completed the
2011 season with a 4-5 conference
record, good enough for sixth place
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Sixth place would have qualified
the team for the conference tournament. However, SIUE was ineligible for postseason play as they

......... ......-..............

completed the Division I transition.
Burton has spoken with the
players, individually and as a team,
about what it means to have a shot
at postseason play.
"It gives the athletes that little
extra when they need to dig down

center back Kourtney Price is as talented as anyone in the conference
at her position.
"Kourtney has the ability to be
a dominant player in our league if
he just sticks with the things that
are important clay in and clay out,"
Burton said.
The team lost junior midfielders Hope Jones and Chelsea Smith
to injury last season. Burton expects their rerum to boost the
team.

Burton said the team will look
to the seniors as well as some

If we tighten t he screws
defensively, we can re-capture
some of the scoring ...

CIOUP ,1TNI!!
Pi ck up
schedu le a t
Student Fi tness
Center Reception
Desk or On li ne !

deep, whether in practice or a
game, to make the difference,"
Burton has previously said. "I
know it makes a difference for me
as a coach."
Senior forward Shanna
Hutchison agreed that the opportunity will provide additional motivation.
'There will be a different attitude because we are officially able
to qualify for the postseason,"
Hutchison aid. "I think the team
will have more drive."
The Cougars lost five starters

Dere k Burton

f,all '. C:::lasses Begin August 20r

Women's soccer Head Coach

Featvring ; Joga , Bootcamp, Spinning ®, Zumb!?~· d.Y~.T
.
Dclose , Step , On Track , Belly Dancing /'..... '

Over 40 Hours of Classes Each Week!
siue .edu crec wellness

Mon-Thurs: 6am - 11pm
Friday : 6am - 1 Opm
Saturday : 9am • 9pm
Sunday: 12pm • 10pm

•

Mon-Fri: 6:15am • 8:15am
11:30am - 1 :30pm
3:30pm • 8:30pm
Sat-Sun : 12pm - 3pm
6pm - 8:30pm

CUMBfNG GYM
Chimego ' s Bouldering Cave Open
All Hours of SFC Facility Operation

Mon-Fri : 5pm - 9pm
Saturday : 12pm - 4pm

DESIGNED FOR LIFE

Campus Rc-creo'tion

to graduation from the 2011 squad
that finished with an overall record
of 6-9-1. They will be counting on
a trio of underclassmen to fill the
productivity void.
Sophomore midfielder and
fqrward Michelle Auer tied for the
team lead in points in 2011 and
was named to the OVC all-newcomer team. Junior forward Meagan Iffi-ig garnered second team
all-conference honors. Burton said
both players have just begun to realize how good they can be.
"It's reasonable to expect even
more from them this year," Burton
said. 'They know that the coaching
staff feels that way."
According to Burton, junior

emerging underclassmen for leaderhip.
'The seniors ace all good leaders by example, good people and
good students," Burton said. "That
is a great place to start when you
want to have someone leading
your team."
The six seniors on the team
will be counted on to help guide
the team's eight incoming freshmen. Burton said the newcomers
add size and athleticism that will
translate to a team better in the air
offensively and defensively, and
more dangerous from set pieces.
According to Burton, the
group has experience from playing
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Men 's bdsketball had its ups and downs in 2011 , finishing the year at 10-17 overall. However, Head Coach
Lennox Forrester likes what he has seen from the team this summer.

I
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Staying focused
Men's basketball Head Coach Lennox
Forrester keeping things consistent for 2012
thing differently otl1er than just
coach our guys," Forrester said.
"Nothing has really changed."
In preparing for a season
Forrester sajd going mrough
during which the team can fi- the transition to Division I was
nally contend for the postseason, tough, but the staff never wanted
men's basketball Head Coach to coach the team based on what
Lennox Forrester is not doing they could or could not do.
anything differently.
"You want to be consistent,"
'\ Forrester said. "You don't want
(
Men's basket ball
l to say we're not going to work as
"We haven't gone about any- hard because we're not competJOHN LAYTON
A/estle Sports Editor

ing for a championship."
Instead, Forrester sajd the
team talks about competing as a
champion all tl1e time.
To make it to the postseason, the Cougars will have to
make it through what Forrester
said is a challenging schedule.
"It's competitive and we're
going to see where our program
is at," Forrester said. "You got to
have quality wins and, obviously,

Head Coach Lennox Forrester said the team has focused mainly on
getting better offensively this summer.

win me conference tournament
to have your chance."
Forrester said the team,
which was 10-17 overall last year
and 6-10 in the Ohio Valley
Conference, has improved as a
whole over me summer. .
"I felt our guys had a good
summer and spring. I thought
they came in and worked hard,
both academically and condition-

I
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ing," Forrester said. "It's so hard
to predict what kind of year
we're going to have, but I like
me progress we've made over the
spring and summer."
The team focused on skill
work, Forrester said, such as
shooting, dribbling and passing.
"[We focused] not so much
MBB
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After the best season In women's basketball history, the team saw former Head Coach Amanda Levens take
a Job at Arizona State University. Junior guard Jazmin HIii said the team is moving on. I Alestle file photo

Moving on, moving up
off next season."
Helping the Cougars
move on from Levens
When the SIDE women's
will be new Head
basketball team takes the
Coach
Paula
court in the fall, it will be This offseason has been tough
Buscher. She is the
looking to put an offseason
emotionally because we lost a fifth head coach in
of distractions behind it.
the program's hisComing off the most
big piece of our family...
tory. Buscher spent
successful season in school
the last 12 seasons
Jazmin Hill
history, the team went 18-12
While new Head Coach Paula Buscher has not had much time with her
at Bradley University
Junior
guard
new team yet, but she Is happy to know the players have been working overall and finished third in its
where she won 167
out and staying In shape: 'What I really love about the team Is that they first season of play in the Ohio
games and ranks
Valley Conference. The Cougars
are a great group of Individuals and they are highly motivated. I'm reninth in wins in Missouri Valley
also played in the Women's BasHow- Conference history. She has had
ally excited to get this team on the court.' I Alestle file photo
ketball Invitational, the school's ever, during the offseason, forlimited access to her players this
first NCAA Division I postsea- mer Head Coach Amanda
offseason due to NCAA rules,
son game.
Levens accepted an offer to be- but has been impressed with
come the associate head coach at what she has seen so far from the
Arizona State University. The team.
move left the team out of sorts,
"I had to chance to sit down
but the team is focused moving and talk to them before most of
forward, junior guard Jazmin them went home for the sumHill said.
mer," Buscher said. "I was excited
"This offseason has been to see that they have been worktough, emotionally, because we ing out and staying in shape.
lost a big piece of our family," They will be ready to hit the
Hill said. "However, physically ground running when chool
we have been training hard and
working hard to not have a drop
WBBI pg.31

GABRIEL SIMPSON
Alestle Reporter

If God did exist what would you ask?

Tefl 'US at! afpha.orq

Co1ne explore these and other
questions in the Alpha Course
Thursday evenings beginning
Sep 20 7:00 pm
Free Dinner!
Newsong Fellowship
201 St. Louis Street, Edwardsville .
Questions? Contact Amanda at
593-2727 or
ahellrung1087@gmail.com or
Bethany at any.foto@yahoo.con1
THE ALl"HA CO\JB.SE
explore the meaning of Ufe

CONDITION AIRE
P.O. BOX 248
Edwardsville, Illinois 62025

Heating and Cooling
Residential • Commercial
Serving the Bi-State
Region for 30+ Years
Eme~gency
Service

24 hr
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starts in August."
With last season's success behind them, HiU believes the
Cougars will be a team nobody
will want to deal with next season.
"I think we are a very strong
fo rce to be reckoned with. We are
going to be the h ardest working
team in the OVC," Hill said. "We
are very hungry Our mo n o this
year is 'The taste is over, we're trying to max.' We got a taste las t
year by making it to a postseason
tourney. N ow we want the whole '
thing. We want to win."
The team's hungry attitude is
one of the reasons Buscher decided to come to SIUE.
"What I really love abo ut the
team is that they are a great group
of individuals and they are highly
motivated," Buscher said . "I'm really excited to get this team on the
court. They had a great season last Volleyball Head Coach Leah Johnson said the team's ultimate goal Is to qualify for the OVC Tournament, while the short-term goal Is to get better
year, but they are not satisfied . every day. To that end , Johnson said she wants to see who has adapted to her system and who will have a breakout year. I Alestle file photo
They want to take the next step."
Buscher sees big things in the
future of the program, as the team
will have a new intensity every
time they step on the court.
"You see teams make that ROGER STARKEY
leap to the next level after they Alestle Reporter
put in the work day in and day
The SIUE volleyball team has
out. It doesn't happen overnight,"
its sights set o n postseason play in
Buscher said. "They unders tand
its first year of full Division I elithat . With the talent and motivagibility.
tion they have, the sky is the
H ead Coach Leah Johnson
limit."
said qualifying for the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament is the
Ga briel Simpson c a n b e reached at
team's end goal, but the sho rtgsimpson@alestlelive.com or 6SJ.
term goal is to get better every
3524. Follow Gabriel@leg-

Setting goals: Volleyball eyes OVC
day. Johnson, who is entering her
second season, is eager to see who
will have adapted to her system
and will have a standout season.
"This year could be a breakout year for anyone. I'm excited
about that," Johnson said.
If senior setter Sarnmi
Minton does not have a breakout
season, it will not be for lack of effort.
"This is my last year playing

competitively. I want to be able to
say that I left everything out on
the floor," Minton said. "Every
time I get beaten, I want it to be
because my opponent was better
than me, not that I didn't work
hard enough."
Minton is one of three seniors
Johnson will be counting on to replace the leadership ofJessica H emann, the lone senior the team
lost after the 2011 season.

Hemann was second in kills
on a team that finished 13-19
overall and 8-12 in its first full season of conference play. Hemann's
full contribution to the team could
not be measured on the stat sheet.
Johnson said Hemann was the
team rock and left big leadership
shoes to fill.
Outside hitter Brooke Smith
VBALL
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arts&

issues

For a free brochure & ticket
information call 618.650.5774
or visit artsandissues.com

a quartet of choreographers from around the notion

A DANCE ST. LOUIS PRODUCTIONNEW DANCE HORIZONS

Sponsored by Commerce Bank and Arts Midwest

THURSDAY, OCT. 11

1

Wildey Theatre, Edwardsville

internationally renowned poet

NI KKI GIOVANNI Sponsored by the SIUE Foundation
MONDAY, NOV. 5

1

Meridian Ballroom, SIUE

musical theater's greatest hits

NEIL BERG'S 100 YEARS OF BROADWAY

Sponsored by the SIUE Credit Un ion

THURSDAY, NOV. 29

Meridian Ballroom, SIUE

1

singer/songwriter extroordinoire

KARLA BONOFF
THURSDAY, MARCH 21

1

Meridian Ballroom, SIUE

direct from Cuba

LA FAMILIA VALERA MIRANDA
THURSDAY, APRIL 4

Dunham Hall Theater, SIUE

1

NPR humorist and best-selling author

DAVID SE DARIS

Sponsored by the 5/UE Graduate School
and the Madison County Regional Office of Education

TUESDAY, APRIL 16

1

Meridian Ballroom, SIUE

x~

SIUe
and Arts & Issues present
theatrical piece exploring the intersection of technology, history and art

FLIGHT BY PACIFIC PERFORMANCE
PROJECTS-EAST
WEDNESDAY, MAY 29
.,,,.,~,,.-<r.
Intell.1gen~er
50 free tickets to SIUE students courtesy of Student Affairs!

Dunham Hall Theater, SIUE
Stlouis

~-

PublicRadio
9fH (('WM U

E5WARDSYir1E
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
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Baseball looks to smooth rough spots
With season starting in spring, New Head Coach Tony Stoecklin not in any rush
JOHN LAYTON
Alestle Sports Editor

Having finished with the
2010-11 season just a few
months ago, the SIUE baseball
team is far from beginning to
work on the next season.

The team finished the season
27-28 overall and 13-14 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
cw Head Coach Tony
Stoecklin said the team doe not
start practice until Sept. 4.
"We'll practice and figure out
what our strengths and weaknesses are and go from there,"
Stoecklin said. ''We'll address our
problems we had from la t year,
but we're also bringing in a big
group of freshmen, so we'l! cover
everything."
With the new athletes coming in, Stoecklin said practices,
especially in d1e fir t few week ,
will cover everything, including
tl,c fundamentals.
Stoecklin said while it is too
early to say what the team will
need to work on, he knows there
were i sue last year with the
team.
"We need to throw more
strikes . Last year, I thought our
pitching came up short pretty
often," Stoecklin said. ''We need
to do a better job thi year."
In this pa t season, only one
starter had an ERA below four.
Junior Travis Felax had a 3.67,
which tied him for evcnd1 in the
O VC. He was also the only
starter to finish with a

walks-to-strikeout ratio, wiili 27
walks and 69 strikeouts.
One of ilic oilier bright spots
on the pitching staff was closer
Dustin Quattrocchi, who graduated in ilie spring. Stoecklin said
the team will miss Quattrocchi.
"We'll have to move forward
wiiliout him," Stoecklin said.
Quattrocchi finished the season with a .66 ERA in 41 innings
pitched. He struck out 47 batters, walked only five and allowed
batters to hit just .149 against
him. He was tied for second in
the OVC in saves with 12. Quattrocchi also had a record of 5-1 in
25 appearances.
It remains to be seen who
wiU step into ilie closer's role dus
year, according to toecklin.
After a long wait, the remaining upperclas men will have
ilie opportunity to compete in
postseason play iliis year.
Stoecklin said the players
will understand that ilie goal of
the team every year i to make the
conference tournament.
"I think this group's excited
about the opportunity to play in
the postseason," Stoecklin said.
"For these seniors, it's been a
long four year of playing with
no thought of postseason. I dunk
iliat group and d,e juniors, too,
arc extremely motivated."
To realize their goal, Stoecklin said the seniors will have to
lead the charge, show leadership
and play well, too.
John Layton can be reached at
j/a yton@aleSflelive.com or 650·3524·
Follow John @ohnmtayton.

One thing Head Coach Tony Stoecklin knows the team needs to work on once practice starts is pitching: 'We
need to throw more strikes. Last year I thought our pitching came up short pretty often. • I Alestle file photo

means to the team and SIUE.
"He's made a huge sacrifice
defensively but mo tly [on the] by being here and sticking with
offensive skill set just to get d1eir us through die whole transition,"
overall skill set better," Forrester Forrester said.
Yelovich is starting his fifth
said, "I iliought iliey did a pretty
year of eligibility due to a medgood job witl, d1at."
Junior guard Tim Johnson ical redshirt for the 2010-11 seaand sophomore guard Maurice son. Forrester said he hopes
Wiltz both sat out last year due Yelovich gets the chance to play
to
CAA D-I transfer rules. in the conference tournament.
"He's made a huge impact
Sophomore guard
Michael
Messer played seven games but on our program and is going to
missed ilie remainder of ilie sea- leave footprints of a special
son last year due to wrist surgery. player," Forrester said. "He' still
While Forrester said he is a got one more year to go, and I
firm believer in team play, he also hope it's a special year for him."
Forrester said they try to put
said iliese three are players to
watch as iliey will help make the the team ahead of individuals,
but he knows how much ilie
team better.
In his freshman year with players care about each oilier in
the team, Messer had 8.7 points ilie back of ilieir minds.
"Even though it's a team
per game and was ilie only player
concept,
you want your teamto score at Least a field goal in
every game. He led the team mate, being a senior, to win and
with a .415 3-point percentage remember that year and rememand was second on ilie team wid1 ber how much fun they had,"
Forrester said.
100 rebounds.
According to Forrester, neiAnother player to keep an
ilier
himself nor Yelovich has
eye is senior forward Mark
concentrated
on where Yelovich
Yelovich. Entering his final year
of play, Forrester said Yelovich will stand in the hi tory books of
has done nothing but get better all-time great athletes at SIUE.
"We treat his season and hi
since joining ilie program.
"He's done nothing but give career here as, 'You know what,
this basketball program and insti- let's just work as hard as we
tution 110 percent," Forrester can,"' Forrester said. "At the end
said. "If you look at things he's of your career here, then we can
done off the floor, he's been a look back and say, 'Wow, I did all
great ambassador to the pro- these things."'
gram."
John Layton can be reached at
Forrester said he ca1mot say Jtayton@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
enough about what Yelovich Follow John @ohnmlayton.
MBB

FOX • DC • ELEMENT •

Visit www.gliks.com to
find your nearest location
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at high levels of youth soccer.
"It's reasonable to have high
expectations of them based on
where they come from and the success they had prior to SIUE," Burton said.
The Cougars are emphasizing
team defense this year. After
outscoring their opponents 23-19
in 2010, SIUE was outscored 2417 in 2011.
''VVe need an understanding
and a commitment to what it takes
to defend individually," Burton
said. "If they can all apply that, it
will help the team defense."
Burton is hoping the emphasis
on defense will lead to more goals
for STTJE. Playing with very similar
squads, the Cougars scored six
fewer goals in their 16 matches last
year than they did in 2010.
"If we tighten the screw defensively, we can re-capture ome of
the scoring," Burton said.
Holly Cox, the Cougars' new
assistant coad1, should be a great
help in the effort to bolster the defense. A natiYe of England, Cox
was a four-year starter in goal for
Southern Mississippi, where she
also erved a a graduate assistant
working with the goalkeepers.
Burton said Cox brings more
than defensive skills to SIUE.
"She grew up with the European game, so he has a different
perspective than most American
coaches," Burton said. "She also
has a magnetic personalit)~ The
players love her."
Graduate assistant Danielle

Kot, a 2011 University of Illinois
graduate, was recently added to the
staff Burton said Kot came highly
reconunended from tl1e highly respected coaching staff at Illinois
and CA-pects her e}..1)Crience to help
witl1 the developing STTJE program.
STTJE will begin their charge
to the postseason on Aug. 17 with
a road matd1 at Indiana State.
Their first home match is two day
later when they welcome Northern
Illinois to Korte Stadium.
The Cougars will host their
first toumarnent this year. They will
battle the University ofMissouriKansas City Friday, Aug. 31 and
the University ofNorthem Iowa
on Sunday, Sept. 2 in the inaugural
STTJE Tournament.
Senior forward Kristen D ailey
has her sights set on a strong team
performance that weekend.
"One of my personal goals is
for the team to win the STTJE tournament," Dailey said. "You want to
win your own tournament."
SIUE will play host to four of
the five teams that defeated them in
conference play last year, including
back-to-back matd1es against regular season conference champion
Southeast Missouri State on Oct. 5
and conference tournament champion Tennessee Martin on Oct. 7.
"It is nice to play the highly regarded team at homes, ' Burton
previously said. "It gives us that little advantage."
Roger Starkey can be reached at
rstarkey@a/est/elive.com or 650-3524.
Follow Roger@rogeU_ starkey.
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SPECIAL OFFER!
PLAY PAINTBALL
FOR ONLY $25!
OFFER INCLUDES:
•ALL-DAY ADMISSION
•GUN AND MASK RENTAL
•All Day Air
•500 PAI NTBALLS

BING FIELD
PAINTBALL & AIRSOFT PARK
3231 EDWARDSVILLE RD.
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 692-8271
WWW.BINGFIELD.COM
-ORFIND US ON FACEBOOK!

GREAT ACTIVITY FOR:
•CLUBS
•SPORTS TEAMS
• FRATERNITIES/SORORITI ES
•DORM FLOORS
Open Play Hours:
Saturday: 1 0am to 5pm
Sunday: 1 0am to 5pm

*Offer only valid with open-play paintball. Coupon must be present to recieve
discount. One entry per coupon. Offer expires November 5, 2012.

~ofed#f BBQ

in fheM
SMOKEHOUSE

etro East/

.,.

free $5 towards

your lirst meal this year!
Clrlllet:I ttlllD-,eDll!f*•s,edll.

tl35Ca1111Jlllfe
Ebll1ffllle Jag

. . . . . . . . . . . CleCII.

'2'25

Pit8'591812

EQJres t0/15/12 IBt Ke

1035 Century Drive, Edwardsville, IL 62025
1 (618)-659-1802
Sun • Thurs - 11 AM • 9 PM
Friday & Sat
10 PM

-..a~ ·

www.alesllelive.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
GIVE YOU MORE!

I

Place your classified ad at atime
convenient for youusing our easy,
secure onlineinterface at
ales~elive.com/classifieds
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
10 wordminimum for all ads.
20 cents aword 1-2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents aword 3-4 insertions, per insertion
18 cents aword 5-19 insertions, per insertion
17 cents aword 20+ insertions, per insertion
Print Extras:
All bold, additional $5
Web Extras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefully as
we cannot offer refunds. Corrections
must be noted by the first day
the ad appears in the newspaper.
Deadlines:
By noon Monday for Tuesday issue
By noon Wednesday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com
Aleslle Office Hours:
MUC 2022
8a.m. • 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday

One Bedroom Apartment Less Than
20 Miles From SIUE. Grade School
Apartments.in Livingston, IL has
openings. (Livingston is located on 155 at exit #37)one bedroom units
only $325 and include trash and
water. Power must be placed in your
name. A deposit of $325 is required,
but can be paid over three months.
For more information call 217-835 2222 All applicants must pass a
background check. Roommates allowed
No pets We are an equal housing and
employer provider.
$450 House for Rent
Small 1 BR house stove refrigerator
microwave washer dryer deck yard
$450/month 1st and last months +
deposit 618-692-0801
Email bcollier@alestlelive.com
Small 1 BR House stove refrigerator
microwave washer dryer deck yard
$450/month 1st and last months +
deposit 618-692-0801

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE Faith-Based Books!
www.sowersseed.org
NEW STUDENTS! Get a FREE copy of
'How To Stay Christian In College' www.sowersseed.org/staychristian. h
tml

FOR SALE
FOR RENT

Unique Edwardsville Home

Deposit: $950, 2 blocks from bike
trail, Electricity/gas not included.
Less than$200 per month,Available
now 978-5044

Large 2 bedroom, 2 bath home. Of·
fers 1812 sq ft/abv grd with numerous built-in features; bookshelves,
curio cabinets, chests, desk. New
roof, screened sun room and detached garages. Prud ential One Realty Centre, Judy Connolly,
618-830-9899.

Email ebeetne@siue.edu

Email judyconnolly@ezl.com

3 bdrm,2 bath
Stove, fridge, D/w furnished. Non-refundable credit check fee: $45

1.&.1Core
Key

years and fini hing third in the
triple jump her senior season.
''Torre is very competitive but
very kind spirited. She will fit
right into our culture," Johnson
said. ''Lindsey is incrcrubly goal
driven; she knows what she wants
personally and academically. I
think that will be contagious."
Johnson described Kaitlyn
O'Rcill)~ a setter from Elgin, as a
player with a high volleyball IQ
who could become a fan favorite.
"Kaitlyn will stand out to the
crowd because she is fun to watch.
She is very vocal and competes
with a lot of emotion," Johnson
said.
Transfers Hilary Trevino and
Haley Norris will bring valuable
intangible benefits to the team.
Trevino, of Herman, Mo., has a
history as a winner. She was a
member of two high school state
championship teams
and played
n

and middle blocker Brianne
Graunkc arc the other Cougars
who will be counted on fill the
leadership void Hemann left.
Johnson said each enior will lead
in her own way.
"They have their own styles,
strengths and weaknesses," Johnson said. 'We are open and honest
about those, and we don't want to
pressure anyone to be something
they are not."
Johnson described her team
as gritty and said they want to play
a quick style offense. Johnson said
the Cougars' style of play can be
an advantage in a conference with
some of the best defensive athletes
she ha ever played or coached
against.
''The more pressure we put
on them offensively, the better
chance we'll have to succeed,"
Johnson said. 'We arc defcnsi ve-mindcd
well, but offensively our
style of play
is very fast."
This year could be a break-out
Three
year for anyone ...
freshmen
and
two
Lea h Johnson
transfers will
Volleyball Head Coach
join SIUE this
season.
Middle
t h e
blockers Kristen Torre,
junior
colof Highland, and
lege national tournament. Norris
Leslie Lindsey, of
Olathe, Kan., will add height and transferred to SIUE from Northathleticism to the team. Torre is 6 ern Illinois University because she
feet 2 inches tall. Lindsey excelled was looking for a program with
in track and field in high school, which she was more comfortable.
"We think H aley is a good fit
competing at the state level three
here," Johnson said. "It's great

.

/~

.~/4\.

Campus
Map

1. Vadalabene Center
2. Science auilding
3. Engineering Building
4. Evergreen Hall
5. Metcalf Theater
6. Dunham Hall
7. Art & Design Building
8. Center for Spirituality and
Sustainability
9. Morris University Center
10. Loveioy Li brary
11 . Peck Hall
12. Rendleman Hall
13. Woodland Hall
14. Student Fitness Center
15. Alumni Hall
16. Founders Hall
17. Bluff Hall
18. Prairie Hall
19. Student Success Center
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when you have someone coming
in who is excited about the team's
culture."
SIUE starts the season Aug.
24 and 25 when it hoses the
Cougar Classic. Santa Clara,
which has qualified for 13 of the
past 20
CAA tournaments,
Western Illinois and Montana
State will all battle SIUE in the
season's opening weekend.
"We compare very favorably
to Western Illinois and Montana
State," Johnson said. "Santa Clara
has a very strong program. They'll
test what level we're truly at. We
are excited about the challenge."
The Cougars begin conference play Oct. 5 when they host
Eastern Kentucky at the Vadalabene Center. Tennessee State
comes to campus Nov. 10 to close
the regular season.
Belmont joins the OVC in
2012, pushing the number of
schools to 12. For volleyball, the
conference will be divided into
two ruvisions. SIUE will compete
in the We t Division. They will
play each team in that division
twice and each team from the
East Division once. At the end of
the regular season, the top eight
teams, regardless of division,
qualify for the conference tournament.
Junior middle blocker Kelsey
Augustine hopes the team will do
more than qualify for the OVC
Tournament.
"My goal is for us to win the
conference," Augustine said. 'We
have a good team. I think we'll be
a force to be reckoned with."
Roger Starkey can be reached at
rstarkev@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
Follow Roger@rogerj_starkey.
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Thursdays on paper...

For more or better friends.
For a better romantic life.

24/7 online.
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pen aValue Checking account
with this ad and receive

s
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F

ATM fees refunded up to
12 per statement cycle

0
C
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L

NO FEE Debit card
FREE Internet Banking
FREE Bill Pay
FREE Online Statements
FREE Mobile Banking
No Minimum Balance
Earn Interest

~

F.ir.c-t
.;, •

FNB National
...___,,. Bank

s
0

"We teach
calm, confident, and
connected"

C
A
L

•S1AUN10N -61Ul$-22l4
,arnw.,0-611-m-,1~
•UVIIIGS!ON-611-631-2010 ·HAMe.-61!-!M-2265
•HOIDAI SHOQES -611-656-5015 •WOillEN -61~-nn •MAffil!E- 611-J46.
•1101 -611-667-9800
•IOOl-217-&s-43M
•Ill. OllVI -217-999-2265

~

618-960-3431

c;

www.socialschoolnet

S100 minimum required lo open an account One coupon per customer.
Coupon expires December 31, 201 2. MEMBER FDIC

Welcor11e Back
experience the

MORRIS UNIVERSITY CENTER

SERVICES
COUGAR LANES
EVENT SERVICES
INFORMATION DESK
MUC MARKETING
TEXTBOOK SERVICE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
COMMONS DUGOUT
ENERGY ZONE
GRILLS GONE WILD
UNIVERSITY RESTAURANT

SWEETe' S
SK
ALK
UNION STATION
CENTER COURT
KALDl'S

STARBUCKS
AUNTIE ANNE'S
Pl,,._,, ,,...... 'H UT
Mi COCINA

FOR MORE INFO. VISIT US@v,roNV.- _siue.edu/muc

. ...-:ii
-

: ~

0

v..rvvw.tacebok.corn/muc.siue
t\,'ltter.com.t·f\'1UCSiue
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Our snaoK
assortment
is huge!
yes

yes

yes

Check out~
Sohnuoks bakery!
~

/
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Are you lazy?

Schnucks, a full-service grocery store, has everything you need in one
convenient stop from fresh foods to a full-service pharmacy. You'll also find
ready-to-serve entrees and personal care products.
Saving money is always a requirement! You'll find more ways to save
every day with Schnucks family of brands that give you quality choices for less.
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